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Activist Anita to talk here
by John Plevka

Anita Bryant will appear at the
Charleston High ·School gymnuium
March 20, a Unit One administrator
said Thursday.
The nationally prominent promoter
of orange juice and heterosexuality
will bring a "singing testimonial" to
Charleston, Assistant Unit One Super
intendent Terry Weir explained.
Weir said that the Revival Fires
Ministries of Joplin, Mo. is sponsoring
Bryant's
Charleston
appearance,
which will begin at 7:30 p.m. and is
open to the p1lblic.
Bryant gained a national ·spotlight

tlJe . biggest qu,
� guys," Tu

n contitiue to
ill be very strong
"

for her campaign last year against gay
rights in Dade County, Florida.
A spokesperson for Christopher
Street , campus homosexual organiza
tion, said Thursday that no prote5t
rallys have been formally planned by
his gro1lp, but he did not rule out the
possibility.
.

Christopher Street President Roger
Traylor said that a decision is 14peDd·
ing" whether his group .wilJ openly
protest Bryant's appearance, but he
added, "I'm sure a large number of
homosexuals will attend."
Traylor, who refered to Bryant as a
"joke," added that the singer has

done some "positive things" for gays
by focusing attention. and awareness
upon them by her protests.
Traylor added that Bryant "has a
right to be an idiot.''

In addition to Bryant a singing
group, Todd and the Good TWins, will
accompany her in the non-denomina
tional program.

Weir noted that the high school

gym, which seats about 1,600, will

probably be filled.

"Any time you have somebody of
that national stature, you would expect
a large crowd," Weir added.

Eastern to host reading seminar
by Dave

Pugh

"Reading: Affect and Effect" will

be the theme of the 10th annual
conference of the Illinois Reading
Council (IRC), to be heid from 8 a.m.
to· 4:30 .p.m. Friday and 7:30 a.m. to
noon Saturday in the Univetsity Union.
IRC president Gene Blair �aid
Thursday that three major speakers
this year, i11:cluding �arilyn Van
Derber, who, in addition to being a
former Miss America,
is also a
''rather well known expert in reading
_

Panthers can I'
:d out, and play
cted, last yeU-:
uld very easily

motivation."
Blair said Van Derber had spoken to

250,000 high school students and had
interviewed many of them before
developing a mini-course in motivation
for high schoolers. Van Derber will
speak at 10:4S a.m. Friday in McAfee

-7

1to the court, but

Gym.
The second speaker is Harry Wong,
who will deal ·with motivation in
specific subjects.

the

the game was not
enough, and de·
10 contest'.
.hes their seasoa
·

..

:e everybody else, Emma ls
of Charleston, was not too
d about Thursday's snowfall .
I, a veteran of 80 winters, is
nly ready for the winter of
to become a memory as she
clears the white stuff from
!walk. (News photo by Craig
:el)

Blair said that Wong is a ''.Chem
istry teacher, and that people may
argue .about what a cl;temistry teacher
is doing at a reading conference, but
we're all reading teachers in a sense."
Wong will speak at a banquet that
begins at 6 p.m; Friday in the Union
addition. Grand Ballroom.
The third speaker will be Hugh
Schoephoerster, who will speak at a

luncheon at 12:1S p.m. Saturday in the
Union addition Grand Ballroom.
Schoephoerster will discuss keeping
development and interest in. reading
and "prevention of reading failure,"
Blair said.
Also· at . the conference at'e SS
publishers · who will display reading
and educational materials, Blair said.
The material would be 'mainly text
books on. reading and literature but
that there would also be media
materials.

Blair said the publishers would
display their goods for sale.
He added that the publishers pay for
the table space and that this practice is
"common."
He said the money the publishers
spend on table space helps pay for the
convention, and that it is "the payoff
for being able to show their material to

1,000 people."

Blair said that the convention is the

"one big event"' for the state group.
He added that the conference
"draws people from .all over the
state," and this enables the group to

draw major speakers.
The event is planned year round,
Blair said, by a committee of 19 people
from the organization that meets
"once a month year round" to plan the
event.
"The date for next year's confer
ence was set last month, so the
planning goes on for more than a
year," Blair added.
The conference, whose goal is to
"encourage literacy at all levels any
way we can," and to promote reading
education, is the. parent group for 31
local reading councils throughout- th(
state, Blair said.
Membership in the group, Blail
said, totals 4,300 people this year, anc
is "at least 8S-90 percent public schoo
teachers with a smattering of others ...

More· snow

·

Snow will be tapering off Friday night, changing
to light flurries Saturday morning. Friday will be
Windy and cold, the high in the mid 20s. Friday night
will be colder, the low zero to 8 above.
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Carter tries to aid .dollar

·

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter tried to prop up the crashing dollar
Thursday by touting investments in the United States, promising less
consumption of foreign oil and predicting that U.S. trading partners will be able
to buy more American goods.
He pledged to take direct action to support the dollar if necessary but-said it
\yould stabilize and "remain in good shape" without help once European
money markets weigh his statements and start realizing the dollar's actual
·

worth.
The president spoke at a news conference as the dollar encountered renewed.
pressure after plunging to a record low on foreign exchanges. The drop means
imported products such as automobiles and television sets· are likely to cost
more in the United States.

Red�ced GI r_ent sought.

BONN, West Germany (AP) - Senior American commanders are urging
German landlords to lower rents to help low-ranking· Gls and their families
survive the collapse of the dollar, and military families are chipping in with
donations of f�.
"It's never been this bad over here for our Gls," .Army Maj. Boyd
Burkholder said on Thursday as the dollar was fixed on currency exchange
. markets at just over two marts, half its value a decade ago.
.
In the last year, the dollar has plummeted from 2.6 marks to about two
marts, and some dealers predict it may drop to 1.9 marts by the end of the
'
IDC)nth.

Economists
fear demands
.
.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Government �d private economists agree that
meeting the demands of protesting farmers would substantially boost farm
income, but would send food costs spiraling and slow economic �·
The Agriculture Department told a congressional panel Thursday that
· meeting the farmers' demands in the fall would double their income, and result
in unprecedented inflation in food prices by Christmas, and a four-year
economic slowdown.
.
Food prices would rise by 20 percent the first year and by 6 percent to 7
percent each year thereafter, the department said in testimony prepared for the
Senate agriculture committee.
·

·

Park tells of 'cons piracy'
\.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Tongsun Park reportedly began giving details of an
alleged influence-buying operation to the House ethic5 committee Thursday
and some members called it odious and ugly.
"We covered the most odious episodt:' in the story today," Rep. Bruce·
Caputo, R�N.Y., told reporters.
''It was a conspiracy of American businessmen, congressmen and Koreans to
make blatantly improper payments over a sustai�ed period with U.S.
taxpayers' money," he said.
Caputo refl,ised; because of the committee's secrecy rules, to reveal any of.
Park's testimony but said he gave new details on payments already disclosed
publicly.
_

Tiny--town thwarts theater
THOMASBORO, Ill. (AP) - The tiny community of Thomasboro, angered for
nearly a year by the operation of an adult theater, apparently has won. .
Leonard Futia, owner of the L & L Theater, has agreed to close the peep show
and .,sell or leas� the tttetal building which housed it. In return, Champaign
County State's Attorney Tom Difanis agreed to drop criminal charges pending ,
against Futia.
Futia said he spent about $22,000 trying to keep open the theater and the
Tender Touch massage parlor in Urbana.
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inahcial aids changes
Bid eligibility method

·•••t•r• ••••

3

lty Laura Fnembs and Vlcld Pape

BEOG administration or back to
Eastern's Financial Aids Office has Eastern, Th9mason said.
Pitched to the College Scholarship
Tho mason· said the use of the CSS
Service (CSS) and American College and ACT is a change from last year,
Testing to determine student eligibili when students were required to fill out
ty for financial aid for fall 1978.
.forms from ISSC. BEOG and Eastern.
Betty Thomason of the Financial
The method was changed. this year
Aids Office said recently that students' to simplify and speed up·the process.
can apply for aid through the Illinois
� 1ssc will not be in the multi-data
State Scholarship Commission (ISSC) entry syStem, therefore the student
on one form, and for the Basic
would still have t o fill out the BEOG,''
llducation Opportunity Grant (BEOG) Flynn said.
and Eastern's programs by filling out a
"Had we stayed With the ISSC, high
form from either CSS or ACT.
school seniors would still have to fill
John Flynn of the Financial Aids out the CSS, ACT, and then (financial
Offi ce.said Wednesday qtat if students aids) would have to send them the
NJply for other campus-based l<>ans, BEOG forms," he added.
auch as the Minority StQdent Scholar
''The ·ultimate aim of any of our
.irip, National Direct Student Loan, changes is simplification of the process
ICollege Work Study and Supplemental and to make it cheaper for the student
pt, they must pay S4 to have the if possible," Flynn said.
•eeds analysis done by ACT.
�ssc upped their fee and this way·
CSS and ACT perform a "needs it is only 54. I think_ people are willing
IWysis'' of the· information they to go back to the small fee if we can
llet'eive, process it and send it on to the .simplify the process,'' he added.
·

3

·

·

C.AA action kills propo-sal
., Maicel Brlaht

A proposal before the Council on
l'cademic Affairs (CAA) to eliminate
the procedural proficiency in English
1001 was dropped from the CAA
r a move to approve the

=afte

_... ..,,,.
.
··
was not seco�
During the meeting, CAA member
·b Lasky suggested the CAA table
1e proposal, but other members voted
ltpinst such � m?Ve.

1
I

• .

No special plans
o reduce power
or spring break
Bernie Frey
Other than normal shutdown proce
no special plans are being made
campus administrators to reduce
·er consumptio� over spring break,
1pus officials said Thursday.
Evertt Alms, physical plant super
dent, said the temperatirre will be
luced and the fans turned off in
1y. buildings, Uicluding dorms and
services, as part of the routine
ing break shutdown.
Break is set for March 23 to April 2.
Alms said, however, that the temp
s in all buil�gs will be kept
•e freezing.
''We do this every break, not just
ing a power shortage, but because
're smart," Alms said.
'ice President for Administrative
Martin Schaefer said he has
nothing about any additional
:down.
·rniere's no talk about offices being
:d or anything like that,'' Schaefer
•

m
enteru
.
mhav in

"We keep bearing about honors
programs," Sullivan Said, "but we
aren't doing anything for advanced
students."
However,· CAA member Louise
Murray said that keeping the proce
dural proficiency. in English would
_continue a trend of lowering English
standards.

�tt�t'ct>btd� tMttce'lf M'
campus buildings.

-

Shove(/)

it

Eastern clvll service worker Tom Hildebrand once again digs Into the
plies of snow In front of Old Main Thursday. Unfortunately there Is no
apparent relief In site as continued snow flurries are forecast for Friday
and Saturday. (News photo by Craig Stockel)

In other business the CAA approved *********************
-lf
*
*
two new courses in econoniics and * Got a spec-ial event coming?
history.
Let us. know at the Eastern News.
Approved were Economics 4000,
lf-(Jall 581-2812 two
before
Internship in Economics and History
*
the event
scheduled.
4110and History of American Journalism.
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''ames Pfeiffer, head of non-acade
personnel; said "I haven't heard a
'' about reducing the civil service
force over spring break so that
.. .

The procedural proficiency in Eng
lish 1001 allows students who have
submitted three consecutive "A"
compositions to a faculty committee to
drop the course without having to
repeat it.
CAA stud�t member Julie Sullivan
said eliminating the proficiency pro
cedural would be "a slap m the face to
better than average students."
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·Jazz band
to perform
.next week

Tuesday field.trip meeting set
by Ted Hall

The liquid sounds of native jazz are

l)n

the a�e11da

for Monday night when
Jazz Band comes

che Preservation Hall

CO

tOWIJ.

The jazz band will perform at 8 p.m.

in the Union addition Grand Ballroom
and is sponsored b)· the University
Board (UB> as part of the Fme Art
. Series.
Ticket prke is 53 for the general
public and· $1 for Eastern students._
Tickets are available at the Union
ticket .office from 9 a.in. to 4 p.m. or a.t
the door on Monday.
.
"The music they play is original
New Orleans jazz, unwritten and
improvised." Anita Craig , assistant
director of student actMties, said

·

recently. .
.
'
"It &tves you a feeling you can't get
from listening to 'records ,
.it's
•

beautiful," Craig said.
The home base of the jazz band is
Preservation Hall in the New Orleans
French quarter.

A meeting for all persons interested
in a 1978 pre-session field trip in Earth.
Science will be held at 3 p.m. Tuesday
in Room 334 of the Physical Science
Building.
Paul Krause of the Geography-Geology Department said Thursday the
meeting is "to acquaint people with
·opportunities offered by a field trip to
national parks of the Southwe�;"
Krause said the trip will extend from
May 20toJune 10, and� offer \'isits
to 15 national parts and monuments in
the Colorado Plateau area.
Visits to two major state parts are
also included in the itinerary, along
with hikes or drives scheduled in each
area to acquaint the students with the .
area's physical and cultural features.
The field trip is listed as presession
course Earth Science 3960, and carries
four semester hours· ·of � A
prerequisite of four semester hours in
physical· geography, geology,· or earth
science is suggested, .·but students
lacking such courses may receive
credit with permission of th.e instruc·

Tickets availab./e
for Basie show

413 W.· Uncoltr

Gym .

·

and
tickets are available in
Dean of Fme Arts Vaughn Jaenite's
office in Dvorak Fme Arts Center
Room 219.
Ticket orders and tickets are also
. available in Music Department faculty
member Alan Horney's office in Room
26 of Dvorak Fine Arts Center.
.
Jazz band members will 8lso be
selling the ticket orders and tickets. for
the unreserved seats.
"Unreserved tickets may be pur
chased now, but people wanting to-buy
reserved seats must fill out ticket
orders" Homey said.
Ticket orders will be �nt thrOugh
the mail in about a week, Homey said. ·
The reserved tickets are S6 and SS.
The unreserved seats are S4.

1be reserved ticket orders

unreserved

JOB APPL1CATION
PICTURES
(BILLFOLDSIZE)

stays are planned for long
high elevation areas.

Three vehicles will be
the
ni ersi , so the
U v
ty
students will be kept down
14• he explained.
· Krause said seven stu
already "almost gu•f'illlltoll!MI
be going, so interested
-·---'
cion
en
to
up .......
----a�

-o-

-·3

Students who plan to.
attend the informational
Tuesday. The trip requires a
of SSO by April 1st.
The cost of the entire trip
includina registration fees,
tal, transportation and
loci�· food, and entrance

Gateway Liquors
Close to Campus

Fri. - Sat - Sun.

Stroh's, 16 oz.·

Ice

Returnable ·Bottles

650

J 98

�48

a case

· Giacobazzi

Semkov
Vodka

Lambrusco·
Ot

211

·Falstaff case

Lancer's R·ose

Additional
Dozen 15.00

J59.

TYLMAN STUDIO
WESTSIDE
·oFSQUARE
·
514 6thSt.
Charleston

345-9722

12 pak cans·

J38

-Seagram's

7-Crown
7!illrnL
69

4

411

warm or cold

Sec.ondDoze
:."•7.50 Each

Stroh's

-Amaretto
DiAniore

fi69

"First Dozen
·· 110 .!�

345-7081

tion, while the high _poun cl
will be a day-long hike
bottom of the Grand Canvon,
"No special climl:>ing
necessary--just feet used to
and a good pair of hiking
said.
The trip will familiarize the
with camping skills, alth

Week-end. Specials

Reserved ticket · orders and unre
served tickets for the Count Basie

concert. which will highlight "Celebration '78", are now available.
1be Basie concert will be presented
at 8 p.m. April 14 in the Lantz Building

.tor, Krause ·said.
. "Students have the optiotl of not
taking the course for credit, but the
fees would remain the same," he said.
Students wishing to receive credit
for the field experience will be
required to submit a "traditional or
non-traditional report," Krause said.
"If the student's abilities aren't in
written expression, he can work up a
slide program, or a journal of activities
- just something to synthesize the
entire trip's activities," he added. Krause added, "Obviously,: our
major stress is on landforms. This is an
earth science course and will be taught
as such, but there is so much more a
person can see out there... ·
''Traveling out to the SouthweSt will
lend an opportunity to see the flora
and vegetation of six different .life
zones" be added. "We"ll see areas
varying from desert typical of Mexico
to tundra resembling that of Northern
Canada, just by changing elevations.·�
Krause said a view of pa,st and
current American Indian culture will
be included with a visit to a reserva- .

750mL

Emerald··
·D
ry

Paul

M asson

111 -

Gateway Liquors - Your Party
We honor' SBPC

liquer

Center

''Ftid&V r Merati

••der-.·••d

3. ·19-78

·5

'22

's

dress rehearsal was held Wednesday fQr'. c�st
bers of "The Man Who Came to Dinner." Laurie
ng, junior, Gail Golber, sophomore, and freshman
'Y Cunni ngham .(above) convincingly go through

ns

· ound,
lines while (right) senior Earl Halbe, foregr
lunior Rick Schneider do their bit which will be
ted at 8 p.m. March 4, 5, 10, 11 and 2 p.m. March
ews photo by Craig Stockel)

�

,iano students

play .Friday.
junior recitals
Hall

Dunlap and l>Oug Nicholson
:sent their junior piano recitals
p.m. Friday in Dvorak Concert
a member of the Music Depart

"

'

11quer

uid Wednesday.
ap will open the p� with
Sebastian Bach's "Sinfonias;"
A Minor and XII hi'. A Major.
eecond piece will be "Pre
" Boo k I� by Claude Deb11ssy .
DebUssy piece consi,sts of two
No. i·,. "Danseuse de Belphes,''

.•

No.

'

"

345-9722

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

'lap will finish her portion of the

*

with "Tocc atta" by Robert

ter

*

*

7,

"Ce

*

Quavulevent

"

1Json'$ first selection will be
1me in F Major," Opus 'is, No.
:derick Chopin.
second numb�r will be Arnold
·g's "Sechs Keline Klavier
., .. Op us.19.
,

TED'S WAREHOUSE PRESENTS
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This ls Not A
Beauty Contest But.
A "Foxy Lady" Contest
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Final Award Presented

*

at Midnight

*

Saturday-

''Geyser''

*

.

·

First "Foxes"

To Be Chosen At 9 p._m.

.

Mystery Judge$
Strol lirig
.
Through The Cro.wd

y

*

_

Sf
-C• $50_ canbe yours �forwinnmg
- ; � Friday's the· night!
All girls eligible!!

*

*
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Local talents to audition
for Jaycee 'Gong Show'
by Bernie Frey

week in addition to the regular
A1.1ditions for a local talent . "Gong auditions, he sajd.
Show" featuring a grand prize of
No entry or audition fee will be
$121.13 will be held from 9 a.m. to charged, Dobkins said. An admission
noon Saturday at the Will Rogers fee of $1.50 at the door and $1.25 in
Theater.
advan� will be charged.
The show, sponsored by the CharTickets for the Gong Show are
leston Jaycees, will be held March 12 available at Tylman's Studio, the Dant
at the theater.
of Charleston, Petsonal Finance ComJaycee member Richard Dobkins pany and· the Charleston National
said Thursday proceeds from the show Bank, Dobkins said.
will go into the Jaycee contingency
The emcee for the show, instead of
fund, which � used to promote such Chuck Barris will be Jim Easter lead
yearly activities as a sports jamboree, .singer for are� group' 'The A rtist c s ' "
bicycle rodeo, haunted house and a he �a.id. ·
·
Christmas shoppingt()lU for u�der"T he Art 1s: tics •• will p�vide ac pn'vileged �hildren. ·
compamment and entertainment dur. .mclude a number
Ot!ter p�s will
ing intermission, he said.
. of gift certificates �� local merThe panel of judges will consist of
chants �nd a �oor pnze.
residents Oancy Pfeiffer,
Charleston
.
.
Dobkms satd the show, which ts Darrell Eaton and Louise Taylor.
open to Eastern students as ��ll as
"We tried to pick three of· the
.
townspeople, wtll feature
Gong - craziest people in the community we
Show" regulars the Unknown Comic could find," Dobkins said.
and Mean Gene the Dancing Machine.
"We've never done anything enter
hopeful
If
contestants
call
him,
he
.
faining
before," Dobkins said. "It
.
may do some special auditioning next should be a lot of fun."
·

·

·

_

·

�

··

Dropping a line

·

Graduate student Paul Frledlinger sends a letter on its
destlnatton·only he knows for sure. (News �hoto by John Ph

.

.

C_harleston, Mattoon join-in conservation·p
by Allee Carlson

Both Charleston and Mattoon were
recently selected to participate along
with ten other university-city teams in
an energy conservation program conducted by Wichita State University.
The team of Eastern-Charleston and
Mattoon was inducted into the program Feb. 1, which officially started in
October of last year.
John Griffith, director of Eas�ern's
energy resources management pro
gram, said recently he does not expect
the program to be expensive. .
Griffith, who along with Charleston
city planner Larry Stoever and Mat
toon city coordinator George Pendell is
responsible for the execution of the
program, said one of its benefits is that
it commits the partner cities to
participate.
Griffith added that a workshop will
be held at Wichita State University
April 18 and 19 to examine the team
efforts.
Wichita received a grant from the

U.S. Office of Education to conduct the tion with state and federal requireenergy conservation program. The m�nts.
He �dded that unnecessary lights in
other participants did not receive
federal fund and will have to arrange city buildings have been turned off and
that thermostats in city offices have
their own funding.
Pendell said Mattoon has already been turned down to. 68 degrees.
Further cutbacks will continue as a
begun conserving energy in coo�ra
p.K:11i:=-:.:::111::m::s::1m:11cm:m::11::.=-:::im::m�s:11:Z::i1::.::B:1:mi::ii1::m:im:::::m::z::l!!I
·

The Newman Communitywelcomes

Bishop Joseph McNicholas
_

1 0 a.m. Sunday,· March 5

Grand Ballroom
BishopMcNicholas will meet with �ny
interested Catholic students and faculty.

l:..:.:::.:::1.:m:::11::1.::.c-=�im:::.::i1::11=-::m:11r:m:::1K:1icm=-::1�=-=.::.:.:31::m::m:::.Cllll

There aren't many· men in this world who can
qualify for command of a ship. Few positions
of. responsibility are harder won ... earn more
respect ... and offer -a greater sense 'of
·

personal accomplishment.
Thin!< you've got that something special it
takes to work toward this kind of position ...
and to master the rigorous training and
discipline that will be required of you?
If you can honestly answer "yes" to this
question ... and can back up your "yes" with a

if you're the kind of man· the Navy is. looking
your
see
further_ information
For
- for.
placement office, or call us collect �t: (314)

'

'

.

illy
H�PPY

ALSO -

�

THE MIDNIGHT

RatedX

movie till after br

·

.

-

This is the· last mid

good solid educational background . . . and
meet the other qualifications demanded of a
Naval officer', then the Navy will give you every
opportunity to work your way up to a position
of command.
There's no better time than now to _find out if
this is the kind of future you're looking for. And

268-2505.

Sho\NS at 7 & 9 p.

Starytdi

Take command of your future
as an officer in the U.S. Navy.

·

part of the program as
additional efforts to inform
about conservation .:zieas
said.
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Our RAs participate in exchange program

Vleld Pape
Three Stevenson Resident Assisits (RA)° and one Carman RA

vant, senior Rick Boren, and sopbomore Jean Goodwin.
"The four students said that they
enjoyed the campus. 1bey learned a
·

1tly participated in an RA ex1ge program with Southern Illinois
:ity at Carbondale (SIU-C).
Mary Smith, assistant dean of

lot about SIU as well as hiW...a State,
which participated in the-j�gramat
Southern also," Smith said.

.sing, said Thursday the program

She added that Eastern is in the
process of coordinating an exchange

program of a similar type with
Western Illinois University.
"We had planned to have one with
Indiana State first but with the coal

1ction in the residence halls of other

· p•••• ••• •••••••.. .. ...... ..

·addedibat the programis a .
•
one for Eastern.
.
�·1 would say it is fairly new. The
ly other one we've bad was several •
ce
·
·• it so we dectded to start it agam,"

I

IS

0 VISI

.�

·

The most Rev. Joseph McNicholas,

.op of th«: Springfield di_9Cese, will
duct services for all Roman Cathic students and faculty at 10 a.m.
day in the Union addition Grand

c
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1· Stroh's
1

16 OZ

returnabl.es

.

< 1 . o o :de p. >

$ '-.39

------
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345�4657

•

I
.
Zarnov Vodka -----------$3 l2 :

1·
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.

•

·
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Metric HGL of Vodka-----$749
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Brought to you

-Go Big Blue
·· -

e
Here's
a
football
oddity ..•
• There's a man who played only

teamal..,Runnlng

earso

i �::�: :u� ::!!�

back

co
·l<e 8 pk bottles
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Bob has all your Jl1rtY neem
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for parties or dinner•
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OPEN TO

Ice 60(
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1 :00 am

Cheese

Fri.&..
Sat.
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3 4 5 46 3 6
p 1enty
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I bet you dldn'

99t +·de"p

•

see

Dld you�now th
wuonce a pro
football team that had eight members of the aame family playing on
1t?... Whenco1umbu1,0hto waa1n
the National Football League In
the early years, they had eight
- player•
named
NlllHr-aeven
brothera and the eon o f the oldeat
brother!
·

• •
•

·order by ·phone

entire 1943
n In the National
Football League-and yet wound
up leading the league In moat field
goalal. .. Today, you sometimes
a player kick that many In one
game ..• But In 1943, no one was
able to kick more t�an 3 all yearl

•

•
•
•
••
•
•

Co I _d ·I< egs ! !

Don

I

I

•

New Specials

Here'a another
oddlty ••.
Hutaon kicked 3 fleld goals In the

I
I•

•
•

n� foot� � ln �
l
------ -- ------ ------- ----------

lat llllnoli, but he was drafted by
pro football �d played for. the
. Colts In Super· Bowl OI, the
'"
a d
�
. ,
e
s

I

or match

Bob Bacl<s the Panthers

lby Bob

I

•

•

•
•
•

YOU
DIDN'T
KNOW �.-____

1 ��t�l-�d

i

sz�mix

Burgundy

iI BET

WANTED

Charleston

·

Vin Rose

I

1614 E. Marion ,

Southern Comfort------- s4il
·

Chablis

• Preston P
n played only �• ketball, and not football, In college

Contact Tom E. Francis

;·I

.

.

·sebastiani Wines:

I different

Must be able to drive a
. van. Free room and
!board will be provided.

·

Ron Quenda Rum-------$ 321
.

• college, yet he played football In 4
• different Super Bowl gam111 with 3

Male attendant to help
handicapped person
get up, and be taken to
school at Lakeland,
nights.

i

I
•

Ruffino Lambrusco-- ---$ 2� I•

•

Steve

•

.

= Stroh's 1 2 p. k ---------- s 3..ll.
I
.

ruers

Diane

the

.........7ifth:' :�--···••.. .

measures,

The film. will be shown at 6:30 p.m.
id 9 p.m. in the Union addition
.d Ballroom.
lldmission is 75 cents.

for

Mattingly&..Moore----- S4n

•

'nted Friday by the University

money

I 8 pk of Budweiser-�-----s1 !l2
8oz. cans

i

The movie "The Omen" will be

the

hosting the program.

PKG

..

.. ..

de p

said

.

.
Pabst 6 pk returnables --- $ 1..ll
.

,

..

Smith

exchange is provided jointly by the .
Housing Office and the school which is

.. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••.........

·

•

said.
The RAs from Eastern who particl1ted in the exchange �ere ju�or
n Isenberg, senior Richard Casa-

hopes to coordinate an RA exchange
program then with Western.
"We haven't made the final ar:�
rangements yet," Smith said.

shortage and the problems they are
having, we felt it should be po stponed," Smith said.
Smith .said that since hall representatives. wµ1 be attending a co nfer-

.
1
�=
.
80- B'S.
I
:·�:e:.���� �. 1"7i;;;·s·Ee l_als .*.. ..
. .
I
"t
I
h Op t
onduct service j

1u started to illustrate how other RAs

ence at Western in piid March, she
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Melting snows may brin
hea·vy flooding this sprin
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some regions
of the country face a spring of
potentially dangerous flooding from
the melting of unusually heavy snows
that still cover large areas, the
National Weather Service said Thurs
day.
Federal weather officials said at a

briefing the threat to the country as;a
whole is not as great as last year when
colder temperatures clogged rivers
with lee and froze more ground.
But George P; Cressman, director of

the weather service, said a serious
flood threat would exist for several
weeks' in portions of southern Idaho,
- the upper Midwest and southern New
Englan�l.
And, he said; "Hea'V'y rains on the

accumulated snow and unseasonably
warm temperatures could compound
the threat in these and in other areas,
such as California and the entire

Northeast and create a very dangerous

flood situation."
Cressman said all federal
agencies were briefed Th
potential flood situations and
agencles also have been n
John Schaake, chief of the
service's hydrologic servicet
told the briefing that the
conditions were in the Mis
tributaries in southwestern
kota and northwestern· South
"We believe that the
frozen and that there is n
the water to go but to
Schaake said. ''The rivers
frozen and there may be an
problem."
·

''This could be the worst
flooding since· 1969 in
Missouri," Schaake said.
But he noted that water I
upper Missouri and in rese
below normal and that this
ease the threat.

·

ONE-STOP'

:A crowd ofabout 60 enjoyed the "foot stompin, hand ctappjn" music
performed by guitarist Dave Rudolf at the Rathskeller dvring ijl&.UB
Coffeehous0;Thur.scta-y night. (News photo by Mells84 Drake)

'Prayer Day' to· be h-eld

(CCF), Campus Crusade for Christ
(CCC), Inter-Varsity Christian_ Fellow-

ship (IVCF) and the Navigators.
Mack added that hour long sessions

will

be conducted from 8 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. in McAfee and will be led by
leaders from the different groups. The
sessions will include "praying, singing
and scripture reading," Mack said.
Following the sessions will be a
worship service at 8 p.m. ·in McMee,
with Ken Hicks, director _of CCC, and
singing by the Unity
Choir.
.Communion will be served.

GOspeJ

spOrty's

A�ude Readjustment Pe_riod.
Friday 3·!' ·7 p.m.

McAfee South Gym
SATURDAY
MARCH 4 8:00 a.m.
--7:30 p.m..

COME ANDGOANYTIME
WORSHIP SERVICE
8:00p':tn

SPEAKER:

BY:

•.

•

10:00p.m.

KEN HICKS
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR

ALL WELCOME

SPONSORED BY:

tasty cheeseburgers 50¢

Sporty's

SINGING· FELLOWSHIP - PRAYER

MUSIC

Mixed Drinks 60t

727 7th

l'lannlng o CortWie.I CIVIMt
A trip to Evrope. • .Mexico
.•• . Howallf YOU u.n ConlflO'O
tt.moll Uftder-roof at
, ourofflcol Wo'ro....,tafor
ttwiMhlpe, alrllnei, hotelt,
llghtaeolnf componi..,
thro.,.i-t the -w.

ALL-CAMPUS PRAY.ER D

Foot-st-omp'in 'music

Various campus Christian groups
will be joining together in an "All
Campus Prayer Day," which will be
held at 8 a.m. Saturday at McAfee
South Gym, Kiernan Mack, coordi
nator of the event, said Thursday.
Mack said the event is sponsored by
..a bunch of Christian groups,.. in
cluding_ the . Baptist Student Union
(BSU), Christian Collegiate Fellowship

travel S11ice

-Open3p.m.

B.S.U.. C.c.c�.
C.C.F. F.C.A.
LV.C.F� and NAV.
•

-

....... ....

F riday, March 3, 1 978

· BRUCE . LEE'S
''Return of
_The Dragon ''_�
Admissio n:
. 75
Time: 6:30 & 9:00 p.m
Day � March 7th
Where: Grand Ballroom

Game tickets sti l l left
''An ample amount of tickets" no one will be allowed in without a
in on sale for the Great Lakes ticket at any time during. either
.
game on either night.
He also said NCAA regulations
prohibit the use of artificial noisemakers, b�ers of any type, as
wetl as placards during the toum'
ament.
Also, the gymnasium area of
Lantz will be closed at noon
Saturday to allow the competing
teams to practice as well as to allow
Eastem officials to prepare the gym
for the games, Paap said.
He added all other areas of Lantz
will be open as usual.

1nal basketball tournament in
Gym, Assistant Athletic DiRon Paap said Thursday.
:ets will be on sale Friday •t
University Union ticket office

·

.. 3 p.IJl. and at the Lantz ticket
1w until 4:30 p.m., Paap said.
rasold tickets from the other
participating schools will be
on sale at .1 p.m. Sunday at
.. The Lantz ticket window will
in Open through gametime.
}tup said the gates will be
tbrOugbout the game and

-

The Men of .

.

.

sw1mm 1ng
·

deadline
1g meet
:rs must
the IM

se
·

t

for the Intramural
is 4:30 P·�· Friday.
be tumed m by that
office in the Lantz

meet will be held Thursday, at
at the Lantz Pool. There will
1te competition for both men
:n,' but the competition will
at the same time, announced

.• m.

Director David Dutler.

Taylor North

ament, something that could affect
their pe�ce.
Randy Blackman (118 pounds), Bob
McGuinn (134 pounds), and Mite Polz
(158 pounds) will be on the hot seat,
but sood performance5 from this trio '
will be needed for the team to win.
Gil Duran will wrestle at 126
_ pounds, with Bob.Stout and Ken Lewis
exchanging positions at 167 and 177
potinds respectively.
Lewis compiled a 12-7. record at 177
pounds this season, but will drop down
.a class for the nationals.
Stout turned ill a fifth pace finish in
last year's tournament, but will be
wrestling at .177 pounds on this
occasion.

1

•

-

'eshmen to make debut
.tinued .f.ro m page 1 2)
tverything this time around.
freShmen will be mating their
miPeUaDce in the national toum-

_

·

back the

Panth ers

·

on their way to the

·

NCAA- Title

Congratulations
EIU
PANTHERS

R
FACT: Pabst Extra light
is brewed naturally.
No artificial ingredients.
But thafs what you'd expect
from Pabst. Naturally.

Pab st Extra Light
and --

EIU
both No. 1
When there's a challe'198,
quality makes the difference.

OIR

v.

·

B. Mansfield & Co., Inc. 1 208 W. Fayette Effingha�, llt.
·.\ \) " ' ·, . ..
·
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Trac kste rs host India na State for 'tight me
10

·

by Kathy Kllsaree
Although

Friday, March 3, 1 978

ours aren'! ready, we could drop eight
or nine points, " Moore said.
The Panthers might also be in
trouble in the 60 yard dash. With Mike
Dominick injured, Eastern will be

he

normally wouldn't
worry, head coach Neil Moore said the
me�t against Indiana State.·at 7 p.m.
friday in I.anti fieldhouse " may be a

running Terry Carpenter, Martez
Smith and depending a lot on Gerald

pretty tight meet. "
"We're definitely. not running our
best lineup because of illness and

Bell.

. "Our strengths are- where their
weaknesses are , " Moore commented.
"We'll do well in distances, pole vault
and jumps because we have good

injury, " Moore explained.
Hurdlers Augustine Oruwari and
Bob Johnson are "questionable" because of injury for the dual meet, and
sophomore Keith Lowell is "com pletely out" because of the flu, the
coach said. Junior Mike Rowe is
"healthy and ready to go, " he added,
"but he may be our only hurdler. "
"If our hurdlers are healthy, I don't

think we'll .have any problems, but
they've got two good hurdlers and if

people in those events. "
"Each event will be closely contested until we get to the 880 and
above, " Moore continued. "We beat
the tar out of them in cross country and
they just can 't compete with · us
there ."
One of the meet highlights

will be

the 300 yard dash with Ed Hatch from
Eastern running against "some pretty
good sprinters, " Moore evaluated. "It
should be a close race and a good one
to watch. "
Another challenge for the meet is
placed at the feet of the mile relay
team as they attempt to break the
fieldhouse record of 3: 19.5 set in 1973

a super effort he
440," Moore said.

"All our people are
tors and I know · tbey'I
they've got, but I just
enough,"· he added.

against lliinois State.
.
"That's.our goal and I think we will
break our record, " Moore predicted.
Other records that may fall after the
ISU meet are 1000 yard run (2:12.6),
the 600 yard dash (1 . 1 1 .3) and the 440

"This is one of the
yard dash (48. 6).
"Bob Feller (2:13.1) could break the . student recruitment
1000 if he is ready, Steve . Jones Moore commented. "
(-1 . 1 1 . 6) is within striking distance of attract some good
the 600 and if Ed Hatch (49.0) puts out · team . "
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SP ECIAL
Fri.

.Canadian
Walleyed Pike

Roast Beef
Sat & Sun.

1
I
'
••

C h o'ic e o f vegeta b l e

!

I
I

( Hand Carved )

Ba ked Potato
c h o ice of s a l a d
c9 �fe e , tea or soda

·

s l a w , ro l l , butte r, a n d 1
dri nk 53 .15

1 6 2 6 Broa dway

22 Days - August 8 - 29, 1978

.

s z . 60

I .
I

P H . 2 3 4 - 45 77

Official Notices ·.
PRE-ENROLLMENT REQUESTS
Currently enrolled on<ampua atud
enta may participate In pre-enroll
ment tor. Summer Pr•Selll on, Sum
mer Term, and Fall Semeatet -begln
,nlng March 8 and ending April 14.
Secure materlala and lnatructlone
by presenting a valld l . D. Card In the
Reglatratlon Operation• Room (aouth
baaement McAfee) AT OR AFTER
YOUR SCHEDULED TI M E :

A - B 8 : 30 a . m . , M on . , March 8
C-E 12:30 p.m., Mein . , March 0
F-1: 8:30 a.m., Tuea., March 7
J-L: 12:30 p.m., Tuea., March 7
M-0: 8:30 a.m., Wed . ; March 8
i>-R: 1 2:30 p . m . , Wed . , March 8
S-T: 8:30 a.-m ., Thura. March 9
U-Z: 12:30 p.m., Thura., March Ii
DOOR CLOSES AT 4:-00 P.M.

Material• wlll be available to all
·atudenta during regular office hours
from March 10 through April 1 4.
Secure your material• BY 3:0C)P.M�
FRIDAY, APRIL 14.
PUT
PRE-ENROLLMENT
REQUESTS IN T H E SLOTTED BOX
OUTSIDE THE REGISTRATION OP
ERATIONS ROOM BY 3:30 P. M . ,
FRIDAY, APRIL 14.
ADVISEMENT CENTER STUD
ENTS: Any atudent ualgned to the
Advlaement Center, 207 Old Main,
should make an appointment to eee an
advlaer there and ahould DISRE·
GARD THE DISTRIBUTION SCHE·
OULE ABOVE: PRE-ENROLLMENT
MATERIALS WILL BE IN THE
ADVISEMENT CENTER WHEN THE
STUDENT GOES FOR HIS AP·
POINTMENT WITH HIS ADVISER.
M ichael D. Taylor
Director, Reglatratlon

EVENING GAA DuATE ST UDEN TS
The pre-41nrollment requ.,tlng per
iod for the Summer Pre-Seaal on, the
Summer Term, and the Fall Semeater
wlll be between March 8 and April 1 4.
A special distribution time for evening
graduate etudents Is acheduled for

FRANCE/SWITZERLAND/IfALY/LUXEMBOURG/MO

Sl�.

total COllt - includes airfare Chicago - Europe,
pnvate motorcoach throughout · Europe, hotels and
admission fees . .
Visit these cities A

Milan, Venice, Padua, Bologna, Florence, Pisa, Siena,
Genoa, Monte Carlo, Cann.es; Nice, Avignon, Dijon,
Paris, Reims, Verdun, Metz
Experienced tour director: Rex Syndergaard, Profeeeor of H latory, Elltlnl
·
Unlveralty

MA TTOON TRA VEL CENTeR

Official Notice$ are paid for through the Office
of University Relations. Questions concerning
notices should be directed to that office.

-

GRADUATE TUITION WAIVER
.
Summer tuition walvera are availa
ble for ellglble graduate etudenta who
hold an on-campua graduate ualat
arttahlp for aprlng aemeater 1 978 or
M ichael D. Taylor who have algned an on-campua grad
uate aaa latantahlp contract and flled It
Director, Reglatratlon
In the Graduate School offlea for fall
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
aemeater 1 978. Student• aeeklng the
March 7 • College Life Ina. Co. of
Graduate tuition waiver muat apply
America (Mgmt.; T(trrliory Sales;
for the waiver In person In the
l nalde Sain; Underwriting�.
Graduate Dean '• offlc;e (209, Old
M arch 8 · Ill. Farm Bureau (Acctg . ;
•
Main) during the Spring term. ·
Clalma Adjusting; Data Procaaa l ng;
Ken Hadwlger, Dean
Underwriting; Any ·atwdent with min
Graduate School & Reaearch
imum Of 9 hnt. EDP & ·3.0 GPA for
Computer Programmer Trainee).
March 9 - Arthur Anderaen (Acctg.
RECREATION MAJORS MEETING
& lnterna). Bu rrough• (Forma Div.)
Attention Recreation MaJora. Im
(Mktg.).
portant meeting on w9d. March 8, 5
8:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. on March 8, 7 ,
8, and 9 In the Unlv1nlty union Lobby
(near the Central Office). l natructlona
and materlala wlll be available at that
time.

March 13 - Ernat & Ernat (Acctg. ) ;
March 1 4 - Archer, Daniela, Mid
land (Acctg. lnterna); Woolworth
Wolco (Mgmt. Train-).
March 1 5 • Archer, Daniela, M id
land (Agr.; Econ . ; etc.); Metro·pon tan
Life Ina. Co. (Territory sar.t).
March 18 • Golden a..,. Alltaur
anta (Reataurant Mgr.); Rand lnfcw
matlon Systema (Data Proceaa l nQ;
Math with cour- In D.P. ) ; Ortho
Pharmaceutical 'corp. (Salu - Bua.,
Mktg . , Bio., Econ., or othera).
March 1 7 • UARCO (Acctg . . Bua.
Train.. , Production). Fairfield Har
bour (Rec. Dir,; Reaort Group Salee;
l ndlvldual Rec. P1n.)
.
CAREER SEMI NARS - ALL STU
DENTS WELCOME
March 8 - College Life Ina. Co. - 7
p.m. • Oakland Rm. - Unlveralty
·
Union
March 7 Ill. Farm Bureau - 7 p.m.
• Shelbyville Rm. • Unlveralty Union
March 1 5 - Rand Information
Syatema - 7:30 p.m. - Oakland Rm. ·
Unlveralty Union
March 18 • UARCO • 7:30 p . m • •
Oakland Rm. - Unlveralty Union
Jamea Knott, Director
Career Planning & Placement Center

-

'

areu. Vosges _mountains, Lucerne,

tlon la extremely aerloua or prolong
ed, It may reault In a complete-hold on
a atudent'• record which preclude
readmlalon, reglatratlon, or graduatloo.
.
Jamee E. Martin
Regiltrar
GRADUATION REQUIREM ENTS
DEADLINE

For a atudent to be conaldered a
Spring Semeater 1978 graduate ALL
graduation requirement• muet be met
by 4:30 p.m. on Friday, June 9, 1978.
Thie meana that any removal• of
lncompletea, changea of grade, or an
offlclal tranacrlpt of academic work
from another lnatltutlon M UST reach
Record• Office by that date. If all
requirements are not met, the etudent
ahould reapply for graduation for
Summer Term 1 978 no later than June
1 9 , 1 978.
Jamee E. Martin
Regiltrar

-

ELIGIBILITY FOR

Thoee etudenll.�
for low acholarehlp
Spring Semeater '71
for enrollment In Su
Pre-Seaalon which
of Summer Term,
reglatratlon roatara
Monday, May 1 �. and
who pre-reglater and
wlll be notified
withdraw from Pr

L IB RA RY R
O P EN H
Booth Library wlll
and open houee from
p.m: on the aftamOOll
March · 9, 1978, to
ataff, and atuden
REAPPLICATION FOR
menta· whlch have
GRADUATION
Any atudent who haa applied " for orlglnaJ portion of tilt
lm provementa Incl
graduation for a future · aemeater or
aurrimer term and then find• that he In tht_ Eaat and W•I
wlll be graduated either a aemeater or new carpeting, a
aummer term earlier or later MUST gency alvm syatam,
make reappllcatlon for graduation In t..-m lnala, MICC
UNCLEAR RECORDS
the Record• Office. There la no ment clanroom Ina
The permanent record• for etudenta
addition•! charge for reappllcatlon. trlcal llnea, addltl
who h�e qutatandlng obllgatlona
Reappllcatlon muat be accompllahed additional clrculatlon
with auch departmentl aa Textbook
A apeclal feature of
no later than the publlahed deadline
Library, Booth Library, . P. E., Depart
wlll be demonatratl
of
the
new
aemeater
or
aum
mer
term
ment, Flnanclal Alda, Ohemlatry De
when he plane to graduate. For the aervlcea available
partment, Security, Houalng, etc . ,
Summer
Term 1 978 the deadline 18 tatecf portion of the I
w l l l be marked unclear. Tranecrlpta of
lerlted data-bale
June 1 9, 1978.
the academic record of any atudent
Jamu E. Martin menta colleotlon, m
with an unclear record wlll be
Reglatrar Ion,_ media li brary, M
withheld and not aent to proepectlve
PLATO ayatem, publ
employera, other collegea or vnlveral
read and relax room,
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
tlea, or to the atudent hlmeelf. Each
Ion, and the Self-$
Student•
who
plan
to
take
any
work
student ehould check with all depart- Center.
by
correapondence
MUST
have
that
mente to clear any flnanclal obllgaPleue do not forget
couree approved In Record• Office
tlons prior to aemeateror summer term
bring your apouae al
prior to enrolling for the couree.
breake and/or leaving the unlverelty
Students should aak to see M r . Conley
�rmanentJy. If the financial obllga-

' p.m. In Room 138 McAfee Gym of all
Recreation Majors· who plan to enroll
for Fieldwork l nternahlp (Rec. 3550)
or Independent Study (Rec. 4741 )
during the Summer Term or Fall
(1 978) Semeater . If unable to attend
you muat contact M 191 Johnaon, Room
10 MCAfee C!l1-2510) immediately.
·
Dr. Ewen Bryden
Chairman, Department of Recreation
and Lel�ure Stud lee
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Classified Ads
For Rent

Help Wanted
Wanted: Male attendant to llve In.

..

Lakeland evenings.
work. can 345-4657.

-

lO

«

..

.

1

Furnished two bedroom apta. Near
campus. Summer. 345-2m.

Make money: Part time,_ trom'dorm
Detalla aend
l'1IOll'I or apartmen t.
12.00. Top Kat Enterprla. P.O. Box
41428, Chicago, Ill. 60841 .

Wanted

D3

For Rent

�------.103

For Sale

VIiiage Apts. (formerly Brittany
Plua and Llncolnwood Apt1.) now
lllllng for summer and fall aemester.
for Info. and leulng call 345-2520 or
Ylllt VIiiage Apt. office or Apt 11 2219
8. 9th St. Allk for Mr. Reynolds.

For Sale: Cobra C.B. redlo. Brand
new, atlU In box. $70 or beat offer

345-9533.

09

Ill'

bedroom houae, aU.Ched g:
rt'wo unfurn11hed.
Married couple

For Sale: 1970 Hornet. Good condl·
uon: 8 track, new carborator, tlre1 .,
muffler. Call 345-5039 after 5:00.

rage,

preferred . 345-4848.

03
I
For Summer-2 bedroom, furnished

•

Six 1orlng gowns, worn only oncel
Size 7. 581 �1 39 .

110wnhouae, cl018 to campu1. 345-9646
ne

8022 or Evelyn 345·6831 .

Must aell-need money. JVC amp.
30 wpc , 2 week• old, $120. cal l
581-5898.

SUMMER .HOUSING. Houa. &
near campus. Clean;
.-onable. 345-2416.

"'9r1m ent1

----�----�---03

SX-850, 65 watt 111C81ver,
$380. Pair Blc Formula 4 speakers,
$280, both 2 months old. Pioneer
,,loneer

03

- .

:e

g

�

...

.

Boom-Boom, Have a happy 19th.
Reach for all the gusto. Love, Andi &
Melba.

BUY YolM'

a11ry out

00

.

t>eer, liquor

a

wine at Bob's Package.. Everyday low

.

prices.
-------.._�oo

Pizza Oven,
dellvery·take out.

345·2224.

Fast

���

Typlng.

Term . papers•
.
letters , ttieaes, disSertations .

Mrs.

Rnley, 346=65"43.

Donn-8orry I apllled the bean1.
Hope It'• not Curt-alna for me. PP
To Lou Reed-Happy Birthday
wouldn't you llke to perform at
Eu��co for a laugh? Biii & Ray.
To "Grape Ape," Happy Anniver
sary Babyl " I'm all your1 for nine
years! Love ya, "Bigley Bigley"
(F.F.)1 1
Mark
Congratulatlona
Knew you'd make It! I'm proud of
youl Much 1.ove' Karen (P B )
·

·

·

03

PS-T3 fully automatic turntable.
Call 345-3012, uk for George.

C8thy, You're s8naatlonal ! Thanks
for touching my life. Love, Mike.

07
·

89 station wagon, new tran1ml11lon

He.e's fo

in
Phone:

Scott R-36 stereo receiver. 30 watt•
RMS per channel. Excellent condltlon. Cell 345-9639. A1k1a·g between
$125-$150.

•

-==========::::. :
�
"'

ena· �

aasault .

Gulhrllla: Hope your WOOOe-APE
Miiiburn-Here'• to our laat biggie
Let ,• make It the beat! Love, _Q.lvea YO:U a BIo Hug on your Birthday!
. �APPY BIRTHDAY! Your cageFrederika.
03 Matea; GwlnRbutt, Tlbbo, Alr-atrfp.
JOBS-Lead«ahlp
SUM MER
03
To all who were In 206 Thomae at
training at Quantico Va. Free tranaportatlon, free room and board, free 6:30 p.m. on Feb. 28th-thank• for
book• and be. paid over $700 for six making my birthday beautlfuU In
weeks. See the Marine Officer Selec- Christ's love, Debbie.
tlon Team. Union. Feb. 28-March 3.
03
.
Columbia hu made all the Differ.
08
Experieuced typist will type for you, encel The Bogarta.
fast and efficient. 345·7755.
03
mwf
Wienie, It'• been a great month and
4 days. Thanks for making me ao
happy. Love, Patti.

KP-500 -under duh cuaette with
· .
FM/.u per.tu ner, 8 month • 0Id ,125
Call Phil, 948-6468.

Call

an

Happy annlverury-Ruby, Karen,
Sharon, Kelly, Dell, Gwen, Corlta &
Faye. 3 month• and It'• not even July.

Any and al typing, call Vicki 348·

·

of

•

Announcements

------- twth-12

caae

contact

��--��...-����03
Need ride to Sparta or south of St. ��
Z'a father: Happy: blrthdayl Oon!t
Loul1 area Friday, wlll help with gaa. give up-Chrf1tmu may "come"
348-8933 .
earlier than you thlnkl? Pl, SCES, &
Nerd• 1 mother.
Urgently needed, Decatur Herald
carriers with tran•portatlon. Make
Donovan: Where were you? 1
S50 to $100 per month. can Steve
milled you! Tex.
345-8844 .

Rock....... 25.00; Study lampi
$9.00; Book cuee-$1 9.95. Unfinished
Furniture.

Have your own bedroom. "1 male
needed tlll 1ummer. 4 bed,oom,
2-bath houae. 345-3714.

If<

·

·

·peredhal

Cherteston-345-%1 �. ., u.tt.--235-41 79:

Male student aeeklng Inexpensive
housing near campus for next fall.
can Tom at 581-2812.

Trailor, furnllhed-$90 mo. water
Included. One or two peraona. Cell
�74 after 5:00 p.m.

new starter, It rune, $200, got to sell.
. Cell 345-IT09. -

--------�'"

71 Datsun 2-dr. coupe, 4 lpeed ,
321h ml /gal. 345-3650. .
-

mi

'· •

·,

.

·

·

.;.
-----------....·03

--------'mwf
Make Gateway l..lqucn . yoAX perty
'73 Vega, allver w/vlnyl top, auto center� avallable Ill al time&-

--�������ne

345-9411.
matic,

mllea.

43,000

Cell

Steve,

-------�--���- 01

1-1

Announcements

Amouncements

•

91 05.
�������oo

•••fer• ••• •

•

L.&1lllr, .-., � Cal ·ttw
'72 TO!onado-450. "Wrecked" .,._ �
, tire car or parts. N- 4 BBL carb, ' COlllbiied Hllp'. t..ne; .Rape t..ne.
. "Powerful engine" call - Vok!At.. • Cll8 dllly, 3 p.m.
ahocka.
Mlrk, 345-911M.
� 7, a.19. Tl"li'led won:ien offer
-

now
APARTMENTS
SUMMER and FALL
Check .out our summer rates. 345·

renting for

Full-time

·· ·

··

Please report classified ad errors Immediately at 581
2 8 1 2. A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless
notified, we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion.

For Sale

REGENCY

Free room & board. Aleo to help get
ltuldrapaleglc-up & take him to echool

-· "

r.at_ courteous

MMce-doSe

to

· ...r
�------�--�__,

cmnpua,

eg0

03

ant? Talk to us. We care.
Pr
Birthright. 348·855 1 . Weekdays 3

till 8.

. . 00

_.
_

.•.

Tel' GRUNGY'S . GODMOTHER:
Fllrtatlon la an art only to be taught by
an expert. HAPPY N I N ETEENTH ! !
f'.rom the abom inating and the ('Ex
pert') amlablel 1 1
PUBLIC NOTICE: Want to g�t
Involved? Vacancies on student ;;ourta
open to intereated atudenta. For mor•
Information call 5522.
�������-08

Happy Birthday Chris! Lota of
Rrruck. Love, John & Melba.

��------� 03

Atte!ltlon atud�ta and faculty:
Jim's Carpet Cleanlng dou quality
work at the loweat prle91 around. Cell
Jim for all your carpet and upholstery
cleaning. Ph 345-7234.
-�����-��-�--� o

Want to learn to pley gu_ltar before
lnveetlng in an ell'r cl-\ ye Instrument?
Harmony · gu' C:,.� and caae, new
1trlng1, $40. 581-2935.

-------.JJ1

macrame,
Greenhouae, plants,
hand-made baaketa. Plant Orphanage
1514 1 0th str-.t.

$35.00 per hundred stuffing en
" velopea already stamped and ad·
dreaaed . Free auppllee, aend aelf
addr8118d atarnped envelope to:
ROEL, 5005 Old Mldlothlan Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond, Virginia 23:'24.
SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRING!
camp Director needed for 4-H Camp
I n Ogle County. Aleo need people In
recre,a�lon, crafts, natur�, and water
front. Ideal way to spend the summer.
Good aalarlea plus board and room.
Write or call for appllcatlon blank:
Mra. Clyden, Rte. #1 , Box 198,
IL 60950. (815) 933-301 1 .
Manteno,
.
08

Lost and Found
Found: 1 973 gold Caaey claaa ring.
lnlt. BR. Call 345-9194.
---�-- 7
�---0
L01t: One pelr 11old wire-rimmed
gluaea In or north of the Science
Building. Please call 345-8190.

�------�--�-M,.....os

Found: car key by Taylor Hall. Call
581-2812 to Identify.

��-------�--00·

DOONESBURY

1llkJ PAYSTRJPE 511175,

(

716Ef 1HllT5HJl,f./)
AU.all )(J(J'TO REWE
SENT "TIE /N1ER£5T5

ONIJ t../fEN BLA�,
SEVEN Sii.i< SH/Ja5,
fOUR 71£5, 7HfW: -

<F YE REPIBLIC OF

PUA7W PANIS,ANU
711/0 PAIR. II.ING TIPS!

Vl6TNAM IN STYLEI
/

I

READING
Eastern
News

IT YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD

Sff)(J£[)

IS 7Hi5 A
C'.1'4R6E 7D
71/E C'EIJTML

I

I

1HINI<

1HAT't.l
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1
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·

CIJMMl17liE?

OH, IAIAJT
A /tl/Nl/T6.
OOI NEEIJ
S.OCS IPfTH
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I

cos·r PER DAY:

50 cents for 1 o words or less, $1 for 1 1 ·20 words. Students get 50 per cent
discount after first day, if paid in advance. All ads under $2 MUST be paid in
advance. Name and phone number are required for office purposes.

N AME :

PHONE: ------

ADDRESS:

AND RUN FOR

�

,- °' · � "'

I-

Place ad end money in envelope end deposit in Eastern News box in Union or
bring to News office in Student Services Building by noon the day before it is to
run.
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Panth e rs to host St . Jo e i n re g io
by Bnd Patterson

Eastern takes an 18-9 record into
their first round game in the Great
Lakes Regional tournament against
the St. Joseph 's College Pumas.
The Panthers nipped the Pumas in
Rensselaer, Ind. on Jan. 23, 64-62
when Charlie Thomas hit two free
throws with one second remaining to
give the win to Eastern.
.
The Panthers were wit'1out the
services of sophomore forward Craig
DeWitt in the first meeting. DeWitt
was injured, and only played a short
time.
Since that first meeting between the
teams, Tom Thigpen and Jeff Jacob
have seen considerably more action.
"No doubt that Thigpen ·and Jacob
have helped 11;s a great deal down the
stretch, " coach Don Eddy said.
Eddy will send DeWitt, freshman
Dennis Mumford and Mike Pickens to
start on the front line, with the guards
being Derrick Scott and Charlie
Thomas.
The Pumas will counter with a ball
club that Eddy describes as being
·
"enormous in size. " .
St. Joe will start Jim Michaels, a
6-foot 6-inch junior and Dennis
·

·

·

Thomas, a 6-foot 8-inch junior at the
forwards,. with 6-foot 9-inch Javier
Vtlleta at center.
In the backcourt for the Pumas will
be· Kevin Simms, the team's leading
scorer with a 14.S average,and Tom
(}allant, a 6-foot 4-inch senior.
Coming off the bench will be Gerald
Kates, a 6�foot 1-inch guard, and Dave
Downey, a 6-foot 8-inch forward to
provide depth.
" St. Joe has some real good
shoOters, " Eddy said. "They have a
good offensive ball club. "
Eddy looks for this first game to be
indicative of the entire tournament.

"I think that St. Joe is as good as
anybody we'll play. They have the
capability to put it to us if we don't
play well.
' ' Any team m this tournament can
win it, but there is no one team that is
going to dominate. "
Going into regional time, Eddy feels
as though his team has peaked at the
right time.
"We are going into the regionat
after winning six games in a row. We
are playing as well as we have all
year," Eddy said.

Eastern guard Wllllam Patterson (44) chases a loose
Panthe.r 's game with WlscC>nsln-Green Bay earlier this
Gym. Patterson will be making his fourth consecutive app
NCAA tournament when Eastern takes on St. Joe Sunday nl
Great Lakas Reg ional. (News photo by Craig Stockel)

No w it 's your chance to supp ort th e Panth

The Eastern Panthers have dope their job. Now it
is time for the fans to do theirs.
A tournament such as the Great Lakes Regional
provides an enormous amount of excitement on the
campus. This is a chance to show off Eastern to the
opposing teams and to the NCAA representatives
who will be in attendance.
The team did its part by winning its final six
games to sufficiently impress the selection com·
mittee and earn a spot in the regional. Then,
through a variety of circumstances, Eastern was
chosen as the host site. For anyone who was on campus two years .ago, visions of. the quarter-final
'encounter with Bridgeport (Conn. ) College are high
in their mind. Nearly 6500 fans packed Lantz Gym
on that occas ion, and the intimidation which was
present that night had much to do with Eastern
making its appearance in the .Final Four.
. It was in 1976, during the last half of that season,
as well as the playoff game that Lantz Gym first
gained its reputation as being one of the toughest
places to play in the country . When every game

Brad
p atte rs 0 n

Hosting the regional i s a plus for
university, not just for the basketbd
Athletic Director Mike Mullally
tournament gives a chance to get a lot ti.
· that we wouldn't get otherwi_se. "
Let's get the entire campus invol
tournament. Pack Lantz Gym on S
Monday nights. Be as loud and as ·
. possible, and generally make the other

draws close to 4000 parti53D fans, all of whom are
extremely vocal and intimidating it is little wonder
that opposing teams cringe at the thought of
playing at Lantz.
But this year there has been a large amount of
criticism directed at the fans here at Eastern, from
the schools which have had to endure 40 minutes of
basketball against the Panthel'S.
Wisconsin-Green Bay coach Dave Buss (whose
team escaped from Lantz with a one point win
earlier this season) was quoted in a Chicago paper
as saying, ' 'I'm sick and tired of going into places
like Eastern, where they spit' and throw things at
you. The fans there yell obscenities at coaches who
are on the board of the Fellowship of Christian
,
Athletes. ,

·

·

wish they were playing anywh�re but
The Panthers need and deserve tbe
support of the fans, cheerleaders and the
we must be certain that everyone, fri
leaves Lantz Gym with a feeling of
hopefully envy, for Eastern and its fans.
Anything to the contrary could jeo
future opportunities to host ano�er to
So get psyched up. Head over to Lantz
doors open at S p.m. Sunday and Mon
prepared to raise a ruckus at the ballg
Help lead the Panthers to victories botb
their journey back to the national to
.

.

·

.

No . 2 wrestlers aim for N C AA c ham pionshi
by Brad Patterson

Eastern was rated No. 2 in the final
Division II poll by the Amateur
Wrestling News. behind Cal Bakers
field.
"I look for it to be a two team race
between us and Cal Bakersfield, "
Clinton said. "Northern · Iowa, Aug
ustana (S.D.), and SIU-Edwardsville
will also be tough, but Bakersfield and
us have the most . depth, which is
important in a big tournament."
Bakersfield is paced 'by defending
national championship is what we have ' national
champion
Frank
been looking forward to all year, and Affentranger. Affentranger won the
we hope to get it. ''
134 pound class last season, and is the

The Eastern wrestlers will attempt
to reach the- highest pinnacle of
success this weekend when they travel
to Cedar Falls , la. for the NCAA
Division II national tournament.
Included in the wins were two
victories over Big 10 opponents, and a
21-18 decision over Cal Poly, the No . .9
rated team in Division I.
"We have had a re8:1 good ·season/'
.said coach Ron Clinton , "but the

outstanding performer on a talent
laden team.
Eastern bases its hopes on a number
of �rformers, heavyweight Dave
Klemm being the foremost.
Klemm, who turned in a 20-3 record
this season, is a defending national
champion, but will be hard pressed to
win the title again.
"It is a Jot easier to win the title than
to repeat, " Clinton said. "Dave was a
dark horse last season, and this year
everyone will be gunning for him. "
Robin Ayres, the Panther 190 pound
grappler. is also a favorite �o capture a
·

crown. Ayres, who finished
the team with 10 pins�
"sufprise some people out
said Clinton.
Barry Hintze has been the
best tournament wrestler thil
winning four events, and
second in another. Hintze
26-4 record at 150 pounds,
18 �s in a row.
Ralph McCausland will
high, if not win it all," ac
Clinton. McCausland, who
6th last season, will make an

(See FRESHMEN, page 9)
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E ne rgy p rogram i n st ru cts -i n m i n i zi n g costs

by 'Ihereea Non.

Eastem enjoys the distinction of
being the only school in the country
which has an energy management
program, John .Griffith of the Energy
Management Department said recently.
This program was started, fully
accredited, in. the fall of 1975, Griffith
said.
The program was initiated by Thomas Jones, dean of the School of
Busuiess, who "recognizecl the natio n a l need for people to be trained in
minimizing the cost of energy in
government and other operations , ''
Griffith said.
Griffith dekribed the program as an
"inter-disciplinary program in which
the major results in a bachelor of
science degree from the School of
Business. ' '
Energy management majors take an
assortment · of classes in all depart·
ments, Griffith said.
lbey must take a class in National
Policy Issues, Energy Geology, Alternative Energy Systems, and several

·

·

·

master• ,,... .
.

'
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Schimpf takes some individuUzecl
such as one ·in solar eneTIJ,
which will help him in his ma;..
' 'I can do so maiiy thiDp with it
when I graduate," Sch;mpf said. He
courses,

explained that be could possibly ....a
in the car industry or help in the
develepmeat. of solar homes.

Griffith said F.astern was the first
school in the country to initiate an
Energy Management JMjor, and still
may be the only �. unless another
school bas since added the program .
"It is sort of hard to keep up," said
Griffith.

CATATONIC STATE------

YA' KNoW MM, "Tlif�'s No1l\1Nb
WOR� 'ff\AN LAS\ �fet''S
L.AUNt>flY.

.

Ed Cobau
Tom Keefe
Pam Olson

•

•

•

•

.

•

.

.

Mark Hillard

Craig A. Dahlquist
Doug Moyer
.

•

•

.

.

.

David Reed
Dan Thornburgh

.

•

•

.

For Fine iVIexican Food
C<)111e
See
·

MUCHACHO'S
Try our delicious German & Mexican food. .

Entertain ment For Friday
Gospel Singer Debbie BroWn
Former E.I.U. Student
Tacos
Bu rritos
Ench iladas
Tamales
Tostadas

1 1 4 1 "E"Street
Charleston, D

''

Glenna Neubert
Rudy Ruettiger
Craig Stockel

•

.

1be main purpose of this major is to
learn to take what (energy) we haft
and put it to better use," Schimpf
said.
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Another student involved in the
energy major is Dan Schimpf, an

Marcel Bright

•

•

•

.

·

Presently. Prebe is taking math and
courses, such as cbeuaisaj,
physics and calculus, a1oq with
specia1bed classes in Energy Alterna
tives and EneraY Fmance.
science
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Dave Shanks
Lori Miller
Norm lewis .
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"specially designed business courGriffith explained.
There are also several experimental
classes to be added to the program
next year, Griffith said.
One will be a class in coal technology and the other will be an energy
conservation class, he added.
Griffith said persons graduatiq
with this major will be "versed in the
language of various energy activities"
which will enable them to serve in a
managerial position "without invest
ing the time to become an engineer. "
Currently, there arc approximately
70 students enrolled in this program,
Griffith said.
Chris Prebe, a junior energy managemeat major, said he chose his
major because "I lite to wort with
energy, it fascinates me."
Although his future plans after
graduatiq are somewhat ''unset·
tied,'' Prebe said his ' 'ultimate goal''
is to become an "energy engineer; "
"An energy engin� devises new
ways of saving and using energy, "
Prebe explained.
ses,''

To go orders availa ble
phone: 348-81 23

·
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-A lso save s "mon ey

Syste m 7 co m pu te r
re gu lates ene rgy u s e

by Sae Lelbfortb
Alms said the computer is saving
Every morning while Eastern stu Eastern money. ''The last calendar
dents are popping their heads from out year, I think it saved Eastern around
of their blankets, a car pulls into the $137,000 . " .
Physical Power Plant parking lot.
Before Eastern had the regulating
A woman gets out and enters the computer, the fans in the buildings ran
plant. She looks at class schedules for 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
the day, and begins to feed the "The computer conserves electricity
information she secs into an mM for Eastern," Alms said.
System 7 Energy Conservation Com
Although it regulates the air circula
puter.
tion, Alms said that the computer
The computer is linked through a really "doesn't affect the tempera.
network of underground cables to most tures in the buildings. "
He added that the electrical load
of the buildings on campus. It is
Eastern's contribution to the energy does cause some variations in temper
atures, but it never varies to the extent
shortage.
The computer's purpose is to save that a student could tell the difference.
All of the newer buildings are
energy - and control air circulation in
connected
to the comp�. mostly by
the
buildings
on
campus,
Everett
Alms
·
cables. However, Alms said that some
of the Physical Plant said.
of the older buildings like Pemberton
"The computer � off air circula
Hall , .the Triad and Lincoln Hall are
tion for pre� amounts of
not hooted-up to the computer.
time at pre-set intervals depending on
He also said that buildings with
electrical load demands,' ' Alms said.
smaller electrical loads simply use
Each morning Alms' secretary looks
telephone wire hook-ups.
at the class schedules on campus and
Alms said the computer does not
types the information into the compu
malfunction unless there is a power
ter terminal.
failure, in which case the information
The computer determines the elec � to be reprogrammed into the
trical loads that will be required in computer.
each building and from that infomia
Eastern was one -of the first state
tion it regulates the fans in ·the universities to install this type of unit,
buildings to turn on and' off at p�-set Alms said.
intervals.
Western Illinois University just fin
The IBM System 7 Energy Conser ished installing their unit, Alms said,
vation Computer, which .cost $90,000, and Southern Illinois University and
has been on Eastern's campus for a University of Illinois have similar .
year and one-half, Alms said.
energy saving units.
•

·

---

_

·ett Alms, supervisor of the Physical Plant , leans on "his baby , "
,ergy conservation computer, to help see Easten through a strong
to cutback energy usage. (News photo by Linda Ross )

hol ds key
savi n g mon ey
·futu re years
n

.

is evident to me that all forms of
are going to be increasing in
at a rate faster than general
, " Robert Waddell of the
department said, recently.
people �ecome more pinched
ly, they will begin to look for
to save money."
added, "Solar heating looks like
ical solution to this problem."
Idell owns a small apartment
1g in Mattoon that utilizes solar
to provide part of the
ic hot w ater for the building's
·
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sun ' s radiation carries energy,
II explained and solar energy,
ly, collects the energy and
-s it through a house or stores it
.ess days.
.
ell said there are two general
1s used in solar heating. Water�
·
ttllectors use solar heated water
is circulated and stored in large

tanks that hold about 2JXX) gallons.

(See '80VAR� p'a�t 't)'
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Com m on man's e n e rgy Savi n gs . co u l d ad d u
This mornipg &n electric digital clock woke me
up at 7:30 a.m. I readied myself for a day at work by
usfng my electric hair dryer and electric steam hair
curlers and pressed my pants with my electric iron.
I came to work today, to sit behind my nifty
electric typewriter and · type out a story urging
everyone to conserve energy.
What a hypocrite.
I don't know who you are out there that is
responsible for modem day convenience. Mr.
Watt, Mr. Ohm or Mr. Edison. But in the efforts of
progress, early inventors have placed Americans in
the most perplexing situation.
Should we do what is easiest and consume or
should we be conscious and conserve?
.
The latter seems quite inevitable, but try
convincing millions of Americans who have spent
all their lives tempted with "electric everythings"
that the day of reckoning has arrived. .
Lifestyles Qlust change if we are expected to live
in the America we are accustomed to.
Las. Vegas may be a little dimmer, businesses
may close a little earlier and television may go off
the air a little sooner, all in the attempt to conserve
energy.
But those eumples are all on a major scale. The
greatest contributor to energy conservation. speci
fically electricity, could be the average man.
All the little things consumers can do to conserve
arid preserve could add up to a tremendous saving,
all at the cost of a little hard labor and minor
·

·

·

Gle n na Ne u be rt
inconvenience.
Abandon electric rollers and use the brush or
sponge kind. Don't use your electric razor, try a
Schick and use the credit card test on your face.
Families, caSt aside those electric toothbrush
gizmos and try putting a little elbow action into
your dental hygiene.
.
Pile on a few more blankets instead of using your
toasty · electric blanket which operates for eight or
more hours a night.
When in the kitchen, resort to your hand
operated can opener and pack the electric mixer and
carving knife away.
Make dining a team effort and have everyone
pitch in to wash th<: dishes at night instead of using
that deadly electric dishwasher.
While yo� are pitching in with roommates and
family to wash dishes, consider the same idea for
doing laundry.
Eliminate those "small loads" of three pairs of
jeans and some socks and combine dirty clothes
with a friend to operate an electricity guzzling
washer and dryer at full capacity.
If you want to watch television, go ahead, but
tum the lights down low. And make your p0pcom
over a cracklin2 fire-it's more fun that way.

"Get back to basics" should be the
energy-consciQUs individuals as they
handy electric gadgets that juice p
. with their "electric" appeal.
For instance, the electric record cl
earth would anyone need an electric
when the "cloth and elbow" method
for years?
Shame on you, too, if the electric
flourishes in your home. Is it essential?
.While you are taking the effort to be
conserver why not consider your health
the stairs to that third-floor office insteld
an elevator.
The bottom line and most effective
saving measure for everyone, however
OFF THE LIGHTS WHEN YOU LEAVE
Enough said.
.
l am not advocating that all Am •
break · their light bulbs and demolish
applWices. Studyiiig by candlelight went
Abe Lincoln.
But, realistic energy conservation is
and not to be taken lightly. It would be
Jpr Americans to voluntarily conserve
C1ilemma turns into a traumatic experi
Heaven forbid a mandatory electricitll
ing system from the. number one
Washington.
Imagine a 9 p.m. nationwide blackout.
night life!

E aste rn taps on e th i rd of a rea wate r s u p p l �
by :Ed Cobaa

Water. Not only is it a basic building
block of life, but it is an essential form
of energy as well.
For the Charleston area, water and a
plentiful supply have been at odds for
the past few years.
The . problem of a stable water
supply has caused great concern in
Charleston through recent years, since
Eastern is a major water consumer.
City planner Larry Stoever notes
that Eastern is one of the largest
consumers of water in the Charleston
area, with a total consumption nearing
one-thiid of all water used.
But Stoever is also quick to point out
that Charieston does not have a
constant water supply probl�m. but
one only in times of "drought and hard
freeze. "
Although water is not directly used
here as a direct form of energy, such
as steam or geothermal energy' water .
conservation has bee� on the same
level as -energy conserv11tion.
Stoever notes that Eastern has
become "more aware" of the water
situation here and has "�ignificantly
reduced their consumption in water.'"
"When you tum on a faucet, you 're
not only using water, but you're &;Iso
·

using energy,'• Stoever said:.
'
St�ver added that energy is expanded in pumping the water from the
lake to the station, from the station
and finally to the consumers involved.
Energy is also required to filter the
water clean and treat it-in its finished
form.
In addition, Stoever said · that the
city spends 80 percent of its money on
water sewage treatment. .
·

·
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Stoever said that despite the fact choice, wi� the additio1A of
that Eastern has · cut back on its . gates, capping the dani
consumption, energy costs have still construction of a side-c
skyrocketed.
voir. The city co1incil rece
"Our calculated energy costs fluctu the latter.
ate with the rates (water). Energy
The project, estimated to'
costs here have gone up even though million, was authorized in
we may use less, " Stoever added.
with the Indiana engineeriJttl
In the past, . coming up with a Beam, Longest and Neff.
feasible solution to the water problem
(See RESERVOIR, page S)
has been somewhat of a smorgasbord
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1cial aspect of the energy
which has plagued Eastern in
years deals with energy costs,
lrecondary emphasis on energy
and methods of cutbacks in
usage.
two components, energy costs
usage, are interrelated in a
�ted, econo,nical system of
by . cutting usage.
costs
D, Eastern' s energy problem is
into dollars," President
E. Marvin said recently.
V'lCe President for Busineu
Harley Holt, financing is also
problem. ·
.
said that in January, 19n,
paid $98,000 in energy bills. .
figure is compared to the
, 1978, energy bill which has
to $102,000. 't know where we are going to
money to pay this month's
Holt said.
Johnson, auociate director of
said there bas been an
,
12.S percent increase in
costs over last year which
to · $45,000, or an additional
each student next semester.
1g the rising energy costs into
,tion, pasten's Physical Plant
:n� hall leaders have made
�ustments to help cutback
ue.

lfa�mnent

which .has saved
appronmately S137 ,000 anis the mM System 7 Energy
Everett
Computer,
"ation
physical plant supervisor, said.
s&id the computer controls
'· 's heating and cooling units by
a unit off 15 minutes per hour,
.ating the fans and. saving
·

.gh the computer regulates
llirculation in most of the newer
on campus, Holt said Old
which was built in 1895, bas

···-·---·

steam radiators and can not be
operated via the computer.
Holt added that insulation is not a
problem in Old Main since the walls
are 16 to 18 inches thick.·
Another group trying to help East
ern conserve energy is the Residence
Hall Association (RHA). Johnson said
the RHA's cooperation bas been
requested ·in reducing unnecessary
energy waste in the dorms.
Rod Halser, RHA president, said an
energy conservation committee was
form�· last year which initiated �
eral energy cutbacks.
Throop the committee' s wort,
unnecessary corridor lights were shut
off at night, one-third of the urinals
were turned off and theflushing rate of
the operating urinals was reduced.
Douglas Hall President Dave Lu.to
wicz applied some of the energy saving
tips he leatned by being an energy
management major to help cutback
Douglas Hall 's energy usage.
"Douglas' light sockets contain two
bulbs and we plan to remove one of
them," Lukowicz said.
Another. cutback Lu.towicz h&S in
mind is reducing the number of
florescent light bulbs in tbe bathrooms
from 16 to eight, he said.
Johnson said that 100 watt light
bulbs are presently being replaced by
60 watt light bulbs and that only every
other light in the residence halls are
being burned.
He added that lounges are being
dimmed earlier.
Merle Myerscoujh, CIPS district
superintendent, said recently �at the
efforts of Alms and the Physical Plant
to cutback energy usuage has resulted
in a four to five percent d�crease in
previous energy consumption.
He attributes the decrease to Alms'
efforts of ''watching energy use
closely, " · an increase in student
awareness to energy problems and the
energy conservation computer.
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Res e rvoir eases prob l e m s

(Continued from page 4)
When completed, the new reservoir
will add more depth to the lake, which
in tum will allow more water from the
Embar.ass River to be stored. The
reservoir \_Viii improve water quality as
well as eliminate silting problems,
which was the reason the problem
started in the first place.
The idea behind the new reservoir,
Stoever said, was to keep the existing
structure and not go any further.
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Many voluntary cutbacks in water
were initiated during the time of the
wat�r shortage during the fall of 1976.
All city residents and students were
asked to refrain from w•tering their
lawns and washing their cars.
In other instances, urinals and water
facilities were turned off in the
residence halls and other camp_us
buildings. Residents were even asked
to .refrain from showering only when
necessary.
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0 Id th eo ri e s on fat m ay be a lot of l ard -do

·

-

MEMPIDS, Tenn. (AP) - A Mem recently and talked about his profes
phis State University psychologist who sion's record for treating obesity - a
does not haYe to worry about gaining term he prefers to "fat."
"We could almost never get people
weight has news for people who do.
All those theories about fat people to take weight off, " he said. "If they
being that way because they eat more did, they didn't.keep it off. "
At Pennsylvania, Stunkard exam
or gobble their food are not necesSa.rily
ined assumptions about obesity to see
accurate, Dr. Andrew Meyers says.
Meyers, 29, has studied obesity and how fat people differed from thin. One
"its causes for almost five years, first study involved more than 5,500 sub
under Dr. Albert Stunkard at the jects at six Philadelphia restaurants.
University of Pennsylvania in Phila Teams kept track of customers' food
delphia and, since 1976, at Memphis choices to see . whether overweight
persons ate more food, particularly
State.
A slender man often mistaken for a fattening foods.
"In general," Meyers said, "we
student, Meyers sat in his tiny office
·

�

'
couldn't find any difference."
Then researchers watched custom
ers eating; counting bites, sips, chews
and 17 other eating behaviOrs.
"Still no · difference, " Meyer said.
''The basic assumption was that if
you're fat, you eat faster, but it didn't
hold up. "
In a third study, researchers found
the percentage of overweight cus
tomers doubled on buffet or smorgas
bont nights.
"That says maybe some of our
traditional evidence is holding," the
psychologist said. "But a lot of our
basic assumptions are shaky."

·v o u can be a wi nner too at the Academy Award
Students and faculty can be more than just
television viewers when the 50th Annual
Academy Awards are preeented on Aprll 3.
They can be winners, too.
The On the Verge Eastern N ews supplement
and local merchants are sponaortng an
Academy Award prediction contest.
Readers ean submit ballots of their predic-

1----------·--�_,_,,

tlon of Oscar-wi nning film nominees before 5
p.m. Wedneaday, March 22 In the Student
Publlcatlons office, Student Services Building.
First, second and third place prizes will be
awarded to winners whose ballots come closest
to the actual awarded fllms, actors, producers
'
and songs.
Two free passes to the movie of the winner's

pl-.:e prize,
Wiii Rogers Theatre. Second p
album from 'Dalee bookstore and
prize Is a t-shlrt and transfer
Dale Bayles "On campus. "

choice Is the first

The winners will be arinounced In
Eastern News.

�---�-- - - - - - ----------------- - - ------- - - - - -._., _ ._ _ ... ___ .._ _

I

l Name·���-----��""""'."'"-

I

I Address --------,._...

Academy Award Predict i o ns Conte

_____.

I
I 1 . Best performance by an actor
I In a leading role:
,
I
OWoody Allen, in "An nie Hall "

I

-

. D Richard Burton In "Equus i •
O Richard Dreyfuss In
' 'The
Goodbye Girl"
O Marcell<;> Mastroianni In ••A
Special Day ' '
O John .Travolta
Night Fever ' '

in

"Saturday

Best performance by an actor
in a supporting role:
O Mikhail Baryshnikov In • 'The
Turning Point"
O Peter Firth in "Equus"
D Alec Guinness in "Star Wars"
D Jason Robards in "Julia"
D Maximilian Schell In • •Julia ' '

2.

Best performance by a n act
ress in a leading role:
o Anne Bancroft In "The Turning Point"
D Jane Fonda in "Julia"
O Dlane Keaton In "Annle' Hall "
O Shi rley ·Maclaine In • 'The
Turning Point"
D Marsha Mason I n ' ' The Good
bye Girl"

3.

Best performance by an act
tress I n a supporting rote:
O Leslie Browne In • 'The Turning
Point"
O Quinn Cummings In
' 'The

4.

Goodbye Girl"
O "A Little N ight Music"
O Melinda Dillon In "C lose En
D " Pete ' s Dragon "
counters Of The Third Kind"
D "The Slipper and The Rose"
O Vanessa Redgrave In "Julia"
OTuesday Weld In " Looking for 9.
Best orlglnal song:
Mr. Goodbar "
O "Candle on the Water" from
Pete' s Dragon "
5. Best achievement in costume
D " Nobody Does It Better " from
design :
"The Spy Who Loved Me"
o · · Airport ·n · ·
O ' 'The Slipper and the Rose
0 "Julia "
Waltz" from "The Slipper and
O " A Little Night _Music ' '
the Rose-The Story of Cinder
O . . The Other Side of Midnight"
ella"
O " Star Wars"
O " Someone's Waiting for You "
from ' 'The Rescuers ' '
6. Best achievement In directing:
D "You Light U p M y Life" from
O "Annie Hall"
"You Light Up My Life"
O " Close · Encounters Of The
10. Best picture of the year"
Third Kind "
O "Annle Hall"
O "Julla"
0 "The Good bye Girl "
O "Star Wars"
O "Julia"
O "The Turning Point"
D "Star Wars"
O "The Turning Point"
7. Outstanding achievements In
music I n connection with motion
1 1 . Best achievement in short
pictures.
O • ' Close Encounters Of The fllms: Animated :
o "The Bead Game"
Third Kind ...
D
' 'The Doonesbury Special ' '
O ' 'Julia ' '
.
O ' 'Jimmy the C"
of
O • • Mohammad-Messenger
O " Sand castle"
God "
0 "The Spy Who Loved Me"
Live Action :
O "Star Wars"
D"The Absent-Minded Waiter"
O ' ' Floating Free"
8. Best Original Song Score or
0 " 1 ' 11 Find A Way"
riest Adaptation Score:
_

-

O " Notes on The Popu
0 ' 'Spaceborne ' '

12. Best achievement In

·

O ' ' Close Encounters
Third Kind"
O ' 'The Dee p ' '
o "Sorcerer"
O "Star Wars"
o ' 'The Turning Point"

13. Best achievement I
effects:
O "Close Encountera
Third Kind"
D "Star Wars"
1 4. Best screenplay wrl
ly for the screen , based
material or on story
previously ·published or
D " Annie Hall"
O ' 'The Goodbye Girl"
O "The Late Show"
O " Star Wars"
O ' 'The .Tumlng Point"
15. Best

screenplay,
material from another
O " Equus"
D " I Never Promised Yau

Garden ' '

O "Julla''
O "Oh, God ! "
0 "That Obscure
sire"

Object,

- � - - - - - - - -����� - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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F i rst Pr i ze
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1 ttl e F e at: w hat eve ry good band s hou l d be
.

albums are always a problem when
ing aesthetic value as fat as creativity and
�tion go. They ue �y put together to
the live show (while the live show is
to advertise the recoi-ded product).
albums, lite soundtrack records, ue most
ively critiqued in their original context. More
than not, new material never surfaces on live
.
.
you must do one of two things or both;
live with studio wort, or calculate what
ezpenditure or spontaneous aeativity
as a result of live perfurJunce .
those of you not familiar with Little Feat, I'd
IS soon lite to say buy this "Waiting for
s" and leave it at that.
reason being; little Feat is what f:9erf good
should be: tight, energetic, original, and
••.

sl

like that don't grow on trees, especially in
home of the staid, industrial recording

t est

.
'aiting For Columbus" is somewhat like other
albums in that it is good for those folks
of the band's assets and a simple
's item for those ••in-the-know�"
that the prowess here is deniable. Little
·a live recording challenges most band's studio
thanks to leader Lowell George's crisp
ion and even pacing.
aood as this recording is, the band is even
incredible as seen live.
Little Feat first started in 1970,· they have
uder positive critical sautiny as a result of
-.Ugbtening approach to pre-existing music
·

'•

first album simply titled "little Feat"
:ed a progressive step beyond The Band
raw post-war blues and country injected.
·

Po int"

lar ene rgy .
.ve s money
(Continued from page S)

·e

Girl"

:OW "

Mi ch ael
Good ri ch
Then came '•sailin Shoes'' with its jerky rhythms
and moving west Coast rock and roll , followed by
" Dixie Chicken" and a return to the acoustic side
of the srOOP·
••feats Don 't Fail Me Now" donned a soutbem
sound wrapped in L.A. funk with a re-mate of the
show stopping "Tripe-Face Boogie ."
lbat album's diverse sound created a question as
to what kind Of band Little Feat really was.
However, the following two records , •'The Last
Record Album" and "Tune Loves a Hero" proved
to define the band as simply unique or as some
have said, "the best unknown rock and roll unit in
the world.•• And &om this angle that statement
verges on understatement .
Even Led Zeppelin's Jimmy Page deems Feat his
fave�rave ensemble.
Like America (the country we live in), little Feat
is "waiting for Columbus, " thus the title of the
album in question. If a band can have a reputation�
for -being popularly undiscovered or ••unknown''
this is the band.
Six records in eight years have. spread the word
but the thick ice of the U.S. has yet to be fully
broken.
little Feat, headed -by George and Bill Payne,
have mastered the art of melody. As for the whole
group the interaction and understanding thereof
between the members is astounding.
Heavy praise? Yes, and with reason. Rarely does
a group of such imaginative components produce
such cohesive work.
·

'

Luckily Little Feat is a band and not a name.
George, while still a guiding light in shaping �
melodies and structure, has chosen to become a
band member instead of a star, a contn'butor over a
dictator.
·

Hashy but not flamboyan_t , excellent but not
excessive . like the Alhiian Brothers, Little Feat can
be lengthy without boring. .
" Dixie Chicken" provides the case in point: A
well done fake-out intro kids off the tube which
then gives way to Lowell George's melody line .
The cut then shows off the talents of Payne at the
'acoustic piano whose e:xuberance reveals an affiDity
for .dixieland jazz joined by the smoking and ever
creative Tower of Power born section.
Despite the improYisation, there ue the famed
Little Feat staples inchadiq tbe afore-mentioned
'Tripe-Face Boogie" and "Willin' ," the only true
country and western they ever pedormecl.
''W'ilil n' " is one of those perfect C and W songs
that becomes history and subsequendy a piece of
nostalgia the writer can never escape .
The majority of the tunes found on ••Columbus''
are of quite a different nature. The Feat boys
brandish their own font attack via Ritchie
Hayward's teasing up-fron.t drumming and Kenny
Gradney's snappy bass.
If all this doesn't get to you , check out Mick
Taylat (as you may recall he's the old Rolling Stone
that has gathered a bit of moss as of late) as he
guest slides through the raw .. Apolitical Blues."
Definitively swell.
It's all smiles to the last rousing bars of "Feats
Don't Fail Me Now." Here's your chance to have
yourself a good time in the privacy of your own
home.
Discover America, the· land of the free and the
home CJf the Feat. Have fun f
·

·�
1 �--�-----------------------------�------1
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other type circulates hot air
duct wort and stores excess
in rock beds that hold between
60 tons of two-inch-diameter
be said.
either case, the home is heated
stored heat energy,•• he added.
is will provide only 60'Vo of a
's heat load, therefore solar
homes must have a regular
heating unit for periods
solar heat is not available,"
:II said.
ell said that problems in
solar heating are of an
.'cal nature rather than technicollector panels costing SlO to
square foot, are placed in the
1g south at a 45 degree angle.
average ranch home requires
:are feet of soJar collectors , '' he

,

_m
"H/ifYl..,..
�fj
r

I

J01°1

I

•

u re Object of

ly, costs to heat homes
from S800 to Sl,000 per year.
energy saves about S600 per
at current electrical costs," he
ell said that within the next ·

d
lansfer

the cost of installing solar
should decrease because of
poduction techniques. "If in
ion dropped to SS,000 to S8,000,
�ting would be economicaly
l
added that once it is installed
majority of the cost is paid, the
nt �ecomes profitable.

2 5 ¢ Busch Beer

50¢ Tom Collins for Ladles
4 pm - 6 pm .

a l ong with o ur regu l�r

Double Bubble .
4 pm - 8 pm
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E n e rgy sav_i n g i deas .w i l l ll ight u p you r l ife'

.., Jemalfer Sclaabe -

will use up less energy than a stove thermostats have already been turned
down but students should keep their
when preparing small meals.
.
Steaming vegetables, cooking one- windows � to maintain adequate
pot meals and pouring coffee or tea temper��·
Students can also help alleviate the
into insulated bOtdes to. avoid reheating are also possible energy 'saving excess water usage, which draiils the
energy supply. by using only what is
measures.
Merle Myerscough, CIPS · district absolutely necessary .
superintendent. sugestecl that offMyersc:ough suggested that a1l stu
campus students should lower thermo- dents take shorter showers and baths
stats to 65 degrees in the da)ltime and when possible .
60 degrees � night to conserve
Alms added that resictence hall
students should ••go in and
out••
energy.
Alms said that the residence hall . instead of staying in the showers long

Students living both on and off.
campus can take upon themselves the
� responsibility of conserving
valuable natural resources by follow�
ing a few basic energy saving ideas.
Cooperation from dorm residents to
"simply turn off lights as often as
possible would help considerably, since
light usage constitutes 80 percent of
the energy demand at Eastern, Everett
Alms, superintendent of the Physical
Plant said recently.
Altemative ' light savers for off.
campus students include taking advan
tage of.candlelight and using dimmer
switches which cut down on
' excessive
light usage.
Proper care and selection of light
· bulbs is another area that can help to
cut down on u�ecessary fight con
sumption.
One bulb of higher wattage is more
efficient and offers more illumination
for the money than several lower
wattage bulbs.
Since dust acts as an . insulator,
regular dusting of light bulbs would
guarantee maximum output.
Cooking, although essential to the
off-campus residents, can also be a
waste of energy in some instances. Small cooking appiiances, such as
. toaster ovens and electric frying pans,

·

·

·

Pan e l hand les
non�weath e r
e m e rgency cuts

.'

•
\�

..

.

Following the emergency university
shutdown in January, 1977, President
Daniel E. Marvin formed a standing
university committee th•t would serve
as an advisory to the president when
possible emergency closing situations
. arise.
.
bi an outline issued by Marvin, the
p.urpose of the Standing University
Committee on Institutional Emergencies · is to advise the president on
actions to be taken in the event of an
emergency which threatens or re
quires the closing of Eastem.
Ken Hesler, of UDiversity Relations
and a member of ·the committee, said
recently that the type of emersencies
the committee would deal with are
"long-range" emergencies that would
requite a specific shutdown.
The blizzard closings in-January are
not o0nsider�d .to fit into the priorities
of.the Institutional Emergencies Committee, Hesler added.
.
"NPt since the natural gas shortage,
which forced .
to close for one
w.eek, has an�g occured that would
warrant ·the committee to meet,"
Hesler-said. .
The committee ·members include
members . from the Council of � Vice
�esideilts and the-Executive Committee .of the Faculty Senate; as •weH as
the Student Body President, the
Student Senate Speaker, the Residence Hall Association President and

�!em

··

·

·

Marvin.

In the event

tee pieeting,

·i
,,.

Marvin calls · a commit

Ile will inform the
members on the emergency �d· ask
their advice on what hour and 'day to
close and if necessary when to reopen
the university. ·

•

•
•
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te cag er surg e highlig hts seaso n

Ruettlger

season surge by the Panther
has once again catapulted
into the NCAA II post season
1ent. So what else is new?
the fourth straight year the
·s captured their bid by finish
ing after struggling to stay over
mark the first half of the
. This ·season the cagers won 10
their last 12 games with the last
coming in a row.
.-One time the P"anthers stood at

9-7 after a hard fought loss to the top
ranked Wisconsin-Green Bay 45-44.

Up until that game the Panthers did
not have the consistent play out of
their young front line.
The Panthers were playing incon
sistent ball, shooting hot one night
then turning ice cold the next game.
One of the reasons was the young front
line-two freshmen and one sopho
more-employed by head coach Don
Eddy.
But the Panthers started to mature,

I •

�. .

especially sophomore Craig DeWitt,
who Eddy said was the "man who did
everything for us" down the stretch.

losses to Wisconsin-Parkside and
Northern Kentucky, the sixth ranked
team in NCAA II.

The Panthers final season uprising
started against St. Joseph's College,
Eastern first round opponent in the
Great Lakes Regional . The Panthers
pulled out a 64-62 victory on two last
second free throws by· senior Charlie
Thomas.

The final six games were the "best
played by Eastern all season" Eddy
said.

The Panthers kept right on rolling
being interrup�ed. by two consecutive

Eastern' s streak started with ?'Wright State. The Panthers
Wright State 64-60 without
leading scorer, Charlie Thoma
was suspended for one game lJ.,

(See EDDY, page 7)
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N o rt h e rn Ke nt ucky ( 2 0 -

by Brad Pattenon

Northern Kentucky has finally at
tained its elusive goal-to get into the
NCAA tournament.
The Norsemen felt slighted by the
NCAA the past two seasons when they
were not picked to participate in the
tournament, so they upgraded their
schedule considerably, to include
three Division I teams, and some
traditional Division II .powers.
Northern Kentucky coach Mote Riis
said before the start of the season that
"if we are ·good enough to get into the
tourney with our schedule, we'll be
good enough to win it. "
Northern Kentucky did more than
just get into the Great Lakes Region
al-they are the tourney's No. 1 seed.
With a 20-'6 record, and a No. 6
national ranking, the Norsemen are
the favorites to win the regional, but
Riis believes that any of the four teams
could win the event.
"There are four good basketball
teams in this thing, and any one of
them could walk away with it," Riis
said.
Northern Kentucky's most impress
ive victories this season include two
wins in Florida over Rollins College
(67-65), and Florida Southern (73-67);
plus a 74-69 victory over Eastern
Illinois at Lantz Gym on Feb. 4.
The Norsemen haw an impressive 9-4

ftO..

u

12
18
14
15

21

22

Norsemen roster

NAiii

0.- ..

Mike �

Ridi .ctalile

� ,.

Pit

Ti
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"

-
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ITS

;Sr.

19&

195
HI

JI•

G

G

1'95

195

POS.
'�

St..

M

"
84

YJt

188

218

U

•

168

66

"

JU. Bice

31

168

'�

K:"ell Mae1ler

25

64

�

,,_ DOelliUa

•

WT:

64

Mahin Willoa

23

Ill'..

;.

0

G

e.
'
p

�

Jr.

c

r.

ft.
•

u

,

mark against other Great Lakes teams, 'junior, and Pat Ryan, a 6-foot 2-inch
the best of the region's 23 teams.
senior, are leading the Norsemen in
Statistically, Northern ranks 15th in scoring, both sporting 16 point aver
Division II in �ense, giving up only ages.
66 i)oints a ,game.
Doellman also leads the team in free
Dan Doellman, a 6-foot 6-inch throw shooting, (8 1 .5%), and is sec-

Michael Jones, a
sophomore is the N
man, and has contribu
mances off the bench.
Riis said he is relieved
has had a little time off ta
the regional. Northern
games in 16 days, D10ldf
where they dropped cm
Bellarmine (63-61), and
counterpart Ind;an•, State
Evansville (ISUE), 67-66.
"We needed a little
said. "We have had
games lately, and we
time to prepare for the
Northern Kentucky's
gram has only been in
seven years, and Hils is
the school has ever had.
Whether or not the
win the Great Lakes
to be seen. But, at leut
finally got into post-

I S U - Eva nsv i l l e ( 1 8 -8)

by Brad

Pattenon

The Indiana State University-Evan
sville (ISU-E) Screaming Eagles have a
lot in common with their first game
opponent, the Northern Kentucky
Norsemen.
The Eagles, like the Norsemen,
. have a relatively young basketball
program. ISl.J.E has put a roundball
team on the court for only nine years,
Northern .Kentucky for only seven.
Both ISU-E and .Northern Kentucky
have turned in two outstanding sea
sons in succession and both teams felt
slighted when the NCAA failed to tab
them to compete in last year's Great
Lakes Regionals. And now, both teams
are making their first appearance in an
NCAA tournament.
"We're really excited about this, "
ISU-E coach Wayne Boultinghouse
said. "This is something we have •
looking forward to for a long time. "
Although bis team may be a
newcomer to post-season action, Boul
tinghouse himself is no stranger to
NCAA. tournament play. Boulting
house was a member of the 1964
University of Evansville team which
-won the national championship, and
was an assistant coach when the
Purple Aces won the title in 1971�
' 'This is a fantastic award for the
season our team bas had,•• Boulting
house said. "I'm e&tremely happy for
the players, students, and for the
university.••

' .

Screaming E�gles ' roster
NO.
10
12

20

NAME

Br.

..

....

Dan L.w.t

•t

Jint Sdultidt

6�

lamwel R.oweei'

..

64

The Eagles defeated Northern Ken
tucky earlier in the season in Evans
ville, 67-66� but Boultinghouse said he
is aware that the second meeting will
be tougher.
••we know it will take a great effort
to beat Northern Kentucky again, but I
think we have the pefSODDCI to do it.''
Boultinghouse said.
The Eagles are paced by Cortez
Collins, a 6-foot 7-inch junior, who
leads the team in scoring with a 12.6
·

WT.
1-a

175

165

y�

'Fr.

�

POS.
,

G

1'11

185

..

average.
.
ISU-E also has thre:e other players in
double figures, Emanuel Rowser, Ran
dy Curl, and Dan Labhart.
Rowser, a 6-foot 6-inch senior is
sooring at an lt.2 clip, followed closely
by Curl (10.9), and Labhart, a 6-foot
1-inch sophomore guard (10.8).
Freshrµan Ge_orge Macon joins Lab
hart in the backcourt to round out the
starting lineup, and Joe Simms, a
6-foot 7-inch senior has come off the
··

bench to spark the Eagt�
occasions this season.
I&J.E finished the
rush, winning 1 1 out rA.
·games to earn its trip to
and had a season mart rA.
lncladed in the
were two wins over K
an, and loM victories

. see State and Roanoke
former Division II nationd

"We have been �
games the entire secoad
ICMe/' Boultinghouse
were a little flat. But I'm
we'll }K)unce back."
The Eagles bave the
scoring average in the
averaging 79.6 points per
topped the 100 point
occasions and have
open style all year IonaNorthern Kentucky ha
up 66 points a game on
sets up an �teresting
"It should be a great
We're just happy to be a
hopefully, we'll make a
of ourselves," Boultin
,

'••l ••v•rf
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Easte rn ( 1 8 - 9 )

Pattenon

llottest team going into. the
Wes Regional, the Eastern
have won six games in
, and . putting on a great
-.We, won 10 of their final 12
gain the regional berth and
an 18-9 season mart.
marks the fourth consecutive
:m has appeared in post
action, cUmanng a super
season by winning the Great
· 1nal and taking third in the

HT.

WT.

YJl.

10/11

Topy Armstead

5·10

155

Fr.

G

12/l3

Jim Oldham

6-3

160

5o.

G..f

l4/l5

Denick SCott

6 4»

160

20/21

Chadie Thonui

6.2

180

6;.6

165

6-1

1'15

6-1

165

J r.

G
.
;G

"

2lG

,�

•

u

195

a

�

�·

l88

ft.

r

'

wts:

in the
final to Randolph-Macon, a

�
·
Han.kint
:Cllua. 'l\U(

30/Sl.

a21u·
341$$

i·ch eventually finished second

ition.
Don Eddy, in his 10th year at

40/4'1

of the Panthers, said he feels
for the post-season bid began
. 1 1 , when the Panthers
Tennessee State 92-62 .
told the players that it was the
we were waiting for,'' Eddy
'ith the exception of a couple
of the UMSL (Missouri
:) game, we have played well

,,����
'

...ll:iJ J.ilil,

�

80/51

sr�
Sr.
Pr.
ft·

G
G
¥

5t/S5
career leader in assists.

· Up &ont; Eastei:n is paced by Craig
DeWitt. a 6 1811 sophomore from Sterling,
who is currently averaging 1 1 .4, but
who Eddy credits as the major factor in
getting the Panthers into the touma
ment."Craig played up to his potential
during these last six games. He finally
got his game together, ' ' Eddy said.
DeWitt scored 24 points in the finale

Depth is provided in the backcourt
by three-year letterman .William Pat
terson, and Lance Jones, each of
whom have played in every game this
season.
Two freshmen, Tom Thigpen and
Jeff Jacob have been pleasant surpri
ses in the Panther &ontcourt this
season.

'lbe 6-foot 5·inch Thigpen was a
. walk-on &om 'Jborton-Harvey, who
came out after the football season
'l
•
. :,lf"' '
186
'.N'
�
ended.
115
"Thigpen has been a big factor off
u
the bench," Eddy said, "be has just
..�
rt;.
220
6'"2
been getting better With each game.''
a 6-foot 7·inch 230 pound
�
tO
performer &om Cissna Part has been
c
¥1.
200
'8
••a major
contributor
down the
stretch," according w Eddy, and
at NEMO, with all of his points coming scored 13 points against NEMO.
Eddy feels that his club has pe�ed
in the first half to get Eastern started
'
at the opportune time.
on the road to victory.
' 'We've matured as a team, " Eddy
Dennis Mumford, a 6-foot 9-inch
freshman from Canton, Ohio is scoring said, ... and we are playing very well at
at a 12.6 per game clip, and leads the this time. We started slow this season,
team in rebounding with a 6.8 aver- but I think that was because of the
age.
many young players that we were
.
N!other freshman, 6-foot 1-inch playing. "
"Right now I feel like we are a s good
Mike Pickens has been the other
starter on the front line for much of the as any team in the eountry � llmion ll."

p

'�

·

POS.

NO.

22123

season the Panthers lost

is lead by 6-foot 2-inch
ard Charlie Thomas, who is
1g 18 points per contest.
is fifth on the all·time Eastern
list with 1341 points, and is
the Division II leader in
shooting , hitting 93¥2 (80his charity tosses.
' running mate in the back·
is senior Derrick Scott. Scott, a
l:hicago native, is the Panther

Panther roster

NAME

sea�n . Pickens, short for a college
comerman, is averaging 5.6 points,
and pulling. down five reboun(ls. each
contest . .
"Pickens plays much taller than
6-1 , " Eddy said. "We can usually get
away with playing him at a forward
because of his ability. ' '

l_acob,

St . �. o sep h ( 1 7 - 7 )
Pumas ' roster

Pattenon

ih' s College is no stranger
:-season activity. This year's
:ce marks the fifth time since
,t the Pumas have appeared in
:t Lakes Regional.
,h's finished 17-7 for the
,, but had to win seven of, its
games to insure themselves
er regional appearance.
George Waggoner, complet
second season, credits the'
of two starters, Dave Downey
Id Kates, who had been aca
ineligible since Christmas.
final fi"' pillS d the season.

.

s and Downey have really

a lift," Waggoner said, . "'but
not our only weapons. In fact,
·en't even started a game since
·
.e back.''
Pumas are lead in sc:Oring by
' pard Kevin Sims. Sims, from
.yette, Ind., is putting in 14.S
per game:
1ey, a 6-foot 8-inch junior, has a
:rage, and freshman swingman
1wn is the third St. Joe player
1Je figures with a 10.4 average.
:oner employs about 1 1 players
game, and the coach feels that
:b has finally put everything
·e have been playing very well as

:, and with as many people as we

: Jt took us a while to get•to where

NO.
4

10

Gerald Kates
Dennis ThomilS

14

Greg Kapka
G
. ..air .Fqp
'

26

Kmn MerWI

22

Keriu Sime

1:2

�

NAME

'

$4

TolD Gallm t

30

D.ne Do�

32

tjle�

M

Tom Mills

40

Mathew M.onael'e'L

42

·Neil Brown

44

Jim Michels

50

Javier Villeta

52

Tony

Smith

we were playing well together,"
Waggoner said.
St. Joseph's clinched second place
in the Indiana Collegiate Conference
(ICC), behind Butler, a team which
has beaten the Pumas twice, and who
also dealt Eastern a 15 point defeat.

ing Montana State and Valparaiso
twice, the last time on the road to
almost insure the Pumas a bid.
HT.
WT.
POS.
Joining Sims and Brown in the
YR.
starting lineup will be Tom Gallant, a
1 70
6-1
Fr.
G
6-foot 4-inch senior guard, who has a ·
9.5 scoring average.
6-8
200
c
J r.
On the &ont line for the Pumas will
5-9
150
G
Fr.
be Kevin Merten, a 6-foot 7·inch
senior from Calumet City, ID., and
6 -0
170
Sr.
G
Javier Villeta, a 6-foot 9-inch junior
:F
215'
Sr.
6'1
&om Rio Piedras, P.R.
Also to see action will be Gary
;.a
18$, Jr..
&
Feagin, a 6-foot Sr., who adds depth in
18$
6-4
G.:P
Sr.
the backcourt.
Waggoner has high praise for his
19()
c
..,.
team, who weathered the loss of Kates
and · Downey but still managed a 6-2
6�
185
G
So.
record during the month of January.
6-0
G
180
So.
"We were 5-3 when they (Kates and
Downey)
became ineligible, but we
6-6
200
F
Jr.
picked up the pieces and really played
64
1 85
Ft.
G-F
well since then," Waggoner said. .
Waggoner feels his club has a good
6-6
225
F
Jr.
chance of winning the regional, de
6-9
190
c
.Jr.
spite the underdog role.
"We played Eastern a good game
6-5
.
185
F
Jr
without Kates and Downey, and I feel ·
as though we are capable of beating
St. Joe dropped a two point decision
any of the teams in the tournament, ' '
to Eastern on Jan. 23 in Renssetaer,
Waggoner said.
Ind. when Charlie Thomas hit two free
"There isn't one team that should .
throws in the final second of play to
dominate this region," he continued.
give Eastern a 64-62 win.
"Each team has a good chance of
The Pumas also won three games
winning, and I think this makes for a
against Division I opponents, defeat- · good tournament. ' '

. .
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Derrick Scott

Charlie Thomas

Wiii iam Patterson

Seniors planning on re turn trip to nationals

by Kaday Kllure8

_

Even though they've reached the
end of the basketball schedule, senior
giiards Charlie Thomas, � Scott
and William Patterson aren't ready to
tum in their towels.
Preparing to face St. .beJii 's in
regional competition at 9 p.m. Sunday,
Thomas said, "I'm planning on th�
more home games. I think we will
definitely go to the final four. ' '
Even more optimistic about the
tournament outcome, Scott said, "I
think if we play good ball like we've
been playing, we can take the whole
thing." Patterson added, "Everybody
is up for it and I feel like we're going to
take it all."
Following in the footsteps of the
1976 champion team that did 'take it
all' in the regional division and placed
third in the nation, this year's squad is
coming off a winning streak and going
into the tournament with a strong

defense and experienced starters.
"When you have three seniors at
one spot, it's a big plus. You also have
young guys who are playing like they
have experience," Thomas said.
"Then there's potential to do as well
as that third place team. "
"We've been there three years and
everybody is ready . to go back, "
Patterson said. "My sqphomore year
in the finals was the greatest thing on
earth and if I can go back and do it
again then I'll feel really successful."
Packing his bags right behind
Patterson is Thomas, who also hopes
to see another trip to the finals.
"'Especially this being my senior year,
I want to excell, " Thomas explained.
"Our- fans will ' be right there and
they are used to us winning ," he
added. "It's perfect to prove we can do
it."
Having a home court advantage is in
Eastern' s favor, although in the past
·

three years, the team that bas hosted
the tournament has not been the
champion.
Thomas would like to see that trend
change this year, and he thinks Lantz
is the place to do it.
"You can't help but play your best
when you ·walk out and see 6,000
people in the gym , and know that
4,000 of them are supporting you," he
said.
Patterson also views the crowd as an
important factor in the game.
' 'The crowd can watch the game and
see the downfalls, so they know when
to .pick you up," he commented .
"They know how to spot the little
things to make the big things hap
pen."
With the crowd behind the Pan
thers, St. Joe stands before them this
time in full force. The two teams
battled earlier in the season, Eastern
winning by two points, but St. Joe was

missing a guard and forward
starting lineup.
Both starters will return
regional match including the
who is a "p>d, strong re
Thomas sakt
�·If he's back and is healthy,
definitely help the team,'' he
Patterson said St. Joe will '
run us in order for us to stop
"But their guards aren't that
The only team I'm worried
Northern Kentucky," he added.
"Kentuckj is a big team with
quality men . . . a lot like GRJeD
he continued. · "They've got a
forward with a long range and
hand that we're really going to
watch out for."
' ' We'r� going to have to be t
around - mentally and phy
Scott remarked. "We;re at our
now an.cl we'�e as ready as we're
to get."
.

·

•

Regional hard work

Paa p has ' com p uter-like' d uties for to urne
by Doaa Seymour

Ron Paap

. We live in an age of mechanization,
where computers seemingly take care
of almost everything for us. So it
should follow that a giant computer is
handling all of the duties which need
to be performed to undertake the task
· of hosting the Great Lakes Regional.
Ticket sales, concession.$, parting .
· and the countless other activities
which h8ve to be performed by
Eastern as host of the regional
tournament are- not handled by mach
ine. All these duties ar� the responsi�
bility of one man, who toils away in the
of his Lantz Gytii office,
obscurity
Ron Paap.
Paap takes care of all the surfacely
unimportant duties which accompany
any major athletic event.
These duties entail handling ticket
sales, concessions, ticket gate ushers,
parking and pre-game lighting.
Paap's responsibilities have in
creased tenfold this past week .as a
de.��u:J. f9.r. tick�:�
·

.�

..What we're trying to do now is
give our regular season ticket holders
a shot at first choice for seating. If they
fail to respond after the first day of
ticket sales, the seats will be sold on a
first come, first serve basis, " Paap.
said.
Ticket prices are S2 for student
general admission, SJ for general
admission, S4 for reserved seating,
and $7 for reserved seating both
nights.
.
Paap said two participating schools
were sent 250 tickets each, while a
third, St. Joseph, has �ved't ,000 .
Also participating in addition to
Eastern are Northern Kentucky, St.
Joseph and ISU at Evansville.
Should Eastern win its regional
tournament, the Panthers will also
host the NCAA II quarterfinals in
�id-March, Paap said .
.. What we're doing is managing and
organizing for the NCAA� They take
care of tournament seedings and the�
bids," ��Jf�i� . , .
, .
, ,
, , , ,
.

•

·

As of Tuesday, Paap said s
the regionals were ' 'fantastic."
. Many of the seats •'on hold'"
been sold, and he said he e
packed house for the to1UI1iuuu�
.. Lantz gym seats between 6,
6,200 people, and that's really
it tight," Paap said.
Paap is a 1955 graduate of
State Teaehers' College and
high school basketball and b
Papillion, Nebraska for eight y
He made his move to Eas
1963 and served as a junior
basketball and baseball coach
1968.
Paap was promoted. as ass·
the athletic director under Tom
simpalis from 1968 until 1974.
�·1 was promoted as As
Athletic Director when Mike M
was. appointed Athletic Director'.''
said.
"The job title is essentiallp
same, but carries some addi
res�nsjbiliti.es. ' ' Paap commei1

S I D- Kidwell
Carl Genlovlch

Many people may think of a

, and the jobs that go

sports

with it, as a
, easy life.
lfowever, Sports ��fion Direc
(SID) Dave Kidwed admits that
1ugh his job. is fun, some of the
hours and headaches that go with
can be fnistrating.
:sports has always been fun for me.
.leajoy it totally and I don't regret my
at all, " Kidwell said. "But at times
can leave you wondering why you're
.
it. "
.
The job as SID can be frustrating
.. it's tough in Division II
1g to get people involved,"
·ell said. "You have to convince
1le how good you are."
"I totally believe we have the finest
· program in Division II and
:llent news media in the area. But
·s so hard to sell yourself outside the
," he said.
lidwell recogni7.es that &stern has
selaxing atmosphere and said win
makes it so much easier.
''The coaches and personnel are so
·

·

A large section of Panther· fans show their delight
over the Eastern win over Akron earlier this season .
A capacity crowd is expected to f 111 Lantz Gym for the

Great Lakes Regional , and a good majority should be
Eastern su pporters. (News photo by Norm Lewis)

enjoys job deSpite frustrations

office, and sports editor and editor of
the Eastern News. He also held a
summer job with . the IDinois State
Journal.
Upon graduation Kidwell worked for
the Belleville News Democrat before
taking on a s� µ. the military.
Sports careers like Kidwell's involve
tough work, long hours and plenty of
disappointment. The lights have often
burned long after S p.m., especially in
the front offices.
Weekends and holidays when most
people are enjoying the game, Kidwell
and other SID's are hard at work.- And
in this game doubles partners are hard
to come by.
'
" The
publicity is always there.
Pressure builds to get it released and
there's little or no help. The help is
hard to get because of our budget. I
have one assistant with a few volunDavid Kidwell
teers, ' ' Kidwell said.
Preparing programs, phoning in
accommodating when you
more
much
results, handling statistics and writhig
have a wbmer, " he said.
A graduate of Eastern. Kidwell is in news releases are basic jobs for SID's.
bis sixth year as SID As a student But Kidwell erplained that psychology
here, he was an assistant to the SID is important too.

"Meeting people, making new
friends is the best part of this job,"
Kidwell added. "Seeing how other
SID's run their program is. very satis
fying and helpful."
Eastern's SID mentioned his most
satisfying experience with the job,
recalling the regional tournament at
Evansville two years ago. The Pan
thers won third place, and Kidwell
said "the fan support was tremen
dous, there were good press represen
tatives, and it was just great."
It is an advantage for Eastern to host
the regional but it is less fun for
Kidwell because of his responsibility.
His biggest chores are p'1>grams and
press accommodations.
Kidwell also said the NCAA's delay
in naming the · host has put more
pressure on him in preparation.
But sports is so much a part of us
today and Kidwell knows he is right in
the thick of things. Sports careers
might not leave you with millic>ns, but
the laughs and friendships are well
worth it.
JUlt ask Dave Kidwell.

Eastern's finest defensive effort of
with 17, and DeW"rtt with 15. Pickens
netted 10 points and grabbed 10 the season came against Akron, when
rebounds.
the team limited the Zips to 19 field
The third Yictory in a row came goals in an 84-59 rout.
against another top ranted team, No. 2
DeWitt led the Panthers with 17,
Towson State. The final 86-76 score Mumford had 10 points, and Mike
was not indicative of how badly. the Stumpe, seeing his most playing time
Panthers blew Towson off the court, in several games, added 11. Thomas
however. With four minutes to play, scored 10 points.
The Panther victory over Missouri
Eastern had a 22 point lead Thomas
had a season high 30 points, with St. Louis virtually assured Eastern its

had 14 and Scott who added 13 points.
The Panthers had to lock . up their
NCAA bid on the road against North

·

·

'ddy: Final six games best playe d all seas on

. as assistant to
under Tom Kd4
1til 1974.
d as Assi�
:en Mike Mullalll
·.c Director,' ' he
essentially the
some additioml
.p coimnentecL

(Continued from page 1)
l'.ciisciplinary actiOn by F.ddy .
»ew-rtt led five Panthers in double
' popping in 14, with frosh
'f! Tom Thigpen adding 13.
is Mumford, -Derrick Scott and
ice Jones all had 10 points.
A Tennessee State rematch of the
10 opener was mArred by a· fight
1y in the second half, but the
1thers gained a hard-earned 92-62
1ry.
Sbomas, back in. the lineup led
:em with 1�. followed by Thigpen

.

Thigpen again coming up with double bid in the last home game of the
figures, scoring 10 points. Pickens was season. Eastern's 81-72 win was led tty
DeWitt who netted 19, Thomas who
the leading rebounder with 12.
·

,

east Missouri and· came through with
an 88-80 triumph. DeW"rtt' s 24 point
first half performance helped stake
Eastern to a 13 point half time lead and
the Panthers were never threatened
the rest of the game.
Against NEMO Thomas hit 8 con
secutive free throws to give him 43 in a
row, breaking the Eastern record of 37
led by Larry Miller in the 1965-66
season.

-

Eddy leads team into fo u rth Straig ht reg ion

by Bob Nuenbeny

Getting into the playoffs may be
come old hat for the . basketball
Panthers, as they have made into post
season play four years in a row.
.
This kind of success is due· 'to a
squad of talented players, led and
coached by Head Coach Don Eddy,
whose fastmoving coaching style has
catapulted six of his 10 different teams
into playoffs.
Eddy 's first two teams played in the
. NAIA tournament, while the last four
have competed in the NCAA II
tourney.
Eddy's" greatest team ever" was the
1975-76 Panthers, who finished third
in the national finals.
Eddy's career record to date stands
at 164-1 1 1 (79-36 the past four years),
and two years ago he was named
NCAA II District JV "Co-Coach of 'the
Year ".
Reflecting recently on this year's
team, Eddy said, "We're as good as
any of the Division II schools in the
·country. "
"We did get off to a slow start but
now we're starting to play together
effectively," Eddy said.
Eddy said inexperience was /the
cause for the slow start this year,
since, "we had a lot of inexperienced
players-five freshmen and three
sophomores."
'
. ... But we re playing � now . We've
matured as a team," he said.

·

•
•

·

•
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Eastern coach Don Eddy has a point to make to h is Panthers during an
Eddy has now guided Eastern Into the NCAA
early season game.
George Brlchacek)
years. (News photo
straight
four
tournament for

�Y

at the end of the season:• he said.
.. Our team is better than last year's
team (18-11 and a second place finish
at the Great Lakes Regional at
Youngstown, Ohio) , and overall this
team has as much potential as the
'75-76 team," Eddy said.

Eddy added, ''rhe early part of our
season involved many road games that
we lost. But I would rather build our
momentum towards the end of the
season with home games. "
.. We scheduled our games this way
so that we would have our home iames

·

leading

lc»rer.

Mullally-h os�ing to urn
beneficial to entire sch

by Bnd Patt.enon

At mid-season the outlook for any
post-season tournament action for
Eastern appeared dim. But, after
winning 10 of their 'last 12 games, and
their last sixth in a row, the Panthers
find thems.elves in the NCAA tournainent for the fourth consecutive year.
It tool: a season-ending 88-80 win
over Northeast Maolli to in.ve that the
Panthers would get a bid to the Great
Lakes regional. And through a variety
of circumstances, Eastern winds up· as
the host for the regional.
Eastern and Youngstown
State
were the only two teams which put in a
bid to host the event, and when the
power shortage prevented it from
beina held in Ohio, Eastern appeated
the only logical choice.
The Great Lakes Regional Committee, headed by Chairperson Don Mohr
of Wright State, named Eastern to be
the host if the Panthers triumphed
over Missouri-St. Louis on Feb. 20;
The Panthers won 81-72, and waited
for the NCAA to award them the bid.
The NCAA, however, had other
ideas. It decided to wait until after the
season ending contests to pick the four
. teams, and select the host school.
Eastern Athletic Director Mike Muilally said that was unusual that the
NCAA did· not go along with what the
Eastern ' s Athletic Di rector M i ke M u l lally tries to get thi ngs regional committee decided.
"I guess the NCAA didn't like the
organ ized for the upcom ing Great Lakes Regional Toµrnament.
idea
of a team which had a chance to
M u l lally is the tournament manager, a job wh ich carries numerous
lose 10 games ·to host the tournaduties and responsibilities. (News photo by Trent Gasbarra)

t •

A major . lift in the •77.71
Eddy said was the Tenn
game in which' Eastern "
thing together for 40 min
"This year'� team is one
teams with physical talent
We have very good depth
stronger on the backboarU.
Thomas and (Derrick) Scott
working very well tog
said.
. On the court, a te
w•ving, hustling defense is
· mark of Eddy's teams.
Eddy said be feels
are built around a solid, s
and few coaches will disa
viewpoint.
''Although scoring is
think a lot of unnatural
infiuence the offense 's a
the ball in the basket,"
"But a strong defense is not
upon that fine a skill, so we
this part of the game," he
Eastern started out
struggling to stay over the
for the first 15 games, com
record. But the Panthen
things -together to win 10
last 12 games, includin1 a
game winning streak.
Eddy learned his · coa.cbillll
phy in part while playina at
Mississippi, from which i.
in 1958 as the school's

ment, ,, Mullally· said.
Northern Kentucky was
other choice for host, bat
Hall , Northern Kentu
holds only 2,500 people; as
to Lantz Gym's capacity of.
' "I really think we would
a bid into the tournament
had lost to Northeast
Mullally said. ''But with 10
probably would not have
With the Panthers
tournament. the work begim-.
as the host school, has
responsibilities .both to the
to the competing teams.
Mullally is the toum
ger, and must be res
housing of the visiting t
officials, controlling -crowds
. ity, as well as any of the
concerned with the playin1
Other duties for the
manager include taking
media coverage of the g
awards presented to the p
and the countless NCAA
for a tournament such as tbla.
Despite all the headach•
lack of time to perform all
Mullally is happy to have the
ment here at Eastern.
' '.Not only does this type
help the athletic program, it
school in general. We get
over the state and the regioa
being the host
pub
wouldn't get otherwise," he
-

•
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